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ES EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This document constitutes the second market progress evaluation report (MPER) of the
Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance’s (NEEA) Northwest Ductless Heat Pump Pilot Project,
which ran from October 2008 to December 2009. This MPER reports on the pilot project’s
accomplishments and is part of comprehensive research underway on DHP technical
performance and market acceptance. Since the conclusion of pilot project, NEEA has undertaken
a region-wide market transformation initiative for ductless heat pumps. The first MPER for that
initiative is expected in Q4 of 2011.
This report concludes that the pilot solidified early-period achievements with continued progress
through 2009 and into 2010. Quality assurance efforts and continuing contractor education as the
project progressed appears to have addressed many of the problems identified with some of the
early DHP installations.
Key findings of this report, by market actor, include:
Manufacturers: Manufacturer contacts frequently cited the activities of the pilot project as a
primary driver of growth in the residential DHP market and reported they view the Northwest as
an important market for DHPs. One contact reported that Oregon and Washington ranked 8th and
9th respectively in 2010 national data in terms of the total number of DHP units sold, as
compared with rankings of 19th and 20th in 2008. Manufacturers also reported that the availability
of DHPs had increased in the Northwest, including the most up-to-date cold-temperature
products, which manufacturers had previously offered almost exclusively in Scandinavia.
Installers: To further develop the installer infrastructure and thereby sustain and accelerate
growth in the market, project staff reported development of a Master Installer Program to
increase the degree to which installers understand and promote DHPs to displace zonal electric
heat equipment.
Utilities: Eighty-six utilities offered DHP programs and 76 utilities had at least one installed
DHP. Multiple utility contacts reported that despite reduced DHP marketing efforts in 2010,
consumer demand for DHPs continued to grow. Most of the utility contacts attributed the
increased consumer demand for DHPs to substantial word-of-mouth advertising resulting from
the high level of consumer satisfaction with DHPs.
Installations: In 2010, DHP installations meeting parameters outlined by the pilot project
continued at the same pace as they had during the pilot implementation period. As of November
15, 2010, 7,116 DHP installations met parameters outlined by the pilot project.
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CONCLUSIONS
We conclude that the NEEA Northwest Ductless Heat Pump Pilot Project has been a success in
terms of market acceptance and progress. (The pilot’s technical evaluation has yet to conclude.)
By directly intervening with market actors, the pilot appears to be effective in strengthening
DHP marketing, training, and distribution networks, and in increasing consumer awareness of
DHPs. By offering an incentive on DHP installations, utilities overcame many participants’ firstcost hurdle for DHP installation.

 Conclusion 1: The project has been very successful creating consumer interest in
and demand for the previously unknown technology. The pilot attained exceeded its
2009 installation goals by 55% and as of November 15, 2010, 7,116 DHP installations
met parameters outlined by the pilot project.

 Conclusion 2: NEEA is attaining its goals and objectives for the Northwest Ductless
Heat Pump Pilot Project. It has offset electric energy use through an approach of
“displace, not replace” existing electric heating equipment. Through work with
manufacturers and stimulating demand for DHPs, the pilot has greatly expanded the
regional DHP supply, placing Oregon and Washington 8th and 9th in sales nationally, up
from 19th and 20th. Through installer training and program quality control activities, the
pilot has developed a competent installer workforce, as evidenced by a significant drop in
poor DHP installations over the pilot period. The pilot has encouraged DHP sales through
all its activities, resulting in continuing DHP installations in 2010 in spite of reduced
utility marketing.

 Conclusion 3: Many supply-side actors evidence some lack of understanding of, or
appreciation for, the intended DHP target market and role of displacement theory.
Supply-side actors expressed interest in fully heating the home through DHPs, rather than
displacing electric resistance heat.

 Conclusion 4: Although the project has effectively engaged DHP manufacturers and
distributors, their objectives are not fully in line with those of the project.
Manufacturers and distributors appear to have rushed right past the concept that the
Northwest single-family electric-resistance-heat market is large (estimated at one-half to
one-and-one-half million homes) and barely tapped; instead of this market, manufacturers
and distributors expressed most enthusiasm for the high-end markets of custom homes,
multi-headed DHPs, and multiple DHPs per home.

 Conclusion 5: Rural nonparticipating installers indicated difficulty getting attention
from distributors who are more interested in working with installers the contacts
characterized as installing higher volumes of systems and the more profitable multizone systems. Rural nonparticipating installers most commonly serve modest homes,
fully within the DHP target market but outside the high-end market of most apparent
interest to the manufacturers and distributors.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

 Recommendation 1: NEEA should further capitalize on the word-of-mouth
advertising success by developing and disseminating to installers and in media
campaigns customer case studies.

 Recommendation 2: NEEA should continue to support the region by working with
supply-side actors (manufacturers, distributors, and installers) to increase the
availability of DHPs and the quantity and quality of DHP installations.

 Recommendation 3: NEEA should develop marketing materials targeted to
distributors and installers that demonstrate the capabilities of DHPs through case
studies and facts, as well as developing marketing materials appropriate for
consumers. In addition, marketing to supply-side actors should convey the potential
market size for single-zone units, to counter perceptions that this market continues
to be less attractive than other DHP markets.

 Recommendation 4: NEEA and the region should consider making units with
multiple air handlers ineligible for incentives or, at a minimum, ensure no
incremental incentive for such units.

 Recommendation 5: NEEA should investigate ways to effectively motivate
distributors to actively promote single-head DHPs in smaller markets and should
ensure smaller contractors in rural areas have access training.
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INTRODUCTION

The Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA) is a non-profit corporation supported by
electric utilities, public benefits administrators, state governments, public interest groups, and
energy efficiency industry representatives that operate in the states of Idaho, Montana, Oregon,
and Washington. These entities work together to make affordable, energy-efficient products and
services available in the marketplace.1
NEEA hired the team of Ecotope, Inc., supported by Research Into Action, Inc., to evaluate the
Northwest Ductless Heat Pump Pilot Project. The pilot project ran from October 2008 to
December 2009. The DHP Pilot Project sought to displace zonal electric heating equipment, such
as baseboards, with DHPs, so that the DHPs serve as the homes’ primary heating equipment and
the original equipment is kept in place to provide supplemental heat. The DHP Program, which
succeeded the pilot project in 2010, continues to address this goal.
Research on ductless heat pump (DHP) technical performance – conducted by Ecotope – and
market acceptance among participants – conducted by Research Into Action and reported in part
in this document – is being conducted through 2012. NEEA, Fluid Market Strategies (the
implementation contractor), and utilities in the region continued in 2010 to support DHPs
through customer incentives, installation tracking and quality assurance activities, contractor
training, and interactions with manufacturers; thus, DHP installations and market development
have continued subsequent to the pilot period.
This market progress evaluation report (MPER), prepared by Research Into Action, outlines the
pilot project accomplishments, both during and one year after the pilot implementation period,
and constitutes a second-year MPER. The research described herein comprises just a portion of
the numerous research activities to assess the value of the technology to the region.
The first-year MPER reported on participants’ reasons for installing a DHP, satisfaction with the
DHP and program processes, use of heating and cooling equipment prior to installation of the
DHP, and intended use of the DHP. It also reported on: the activities of manufacturers in support
of the pilot; DHP installers’ experiences with the pilot and the technology; and activities and
experiences of utilities participating in the pilot, as well as those of the NEEA and program
implementation staffs.
This second-year MPER reports on participants’ use of DHPs over the prior year, use of other
heating and cooling equipment, and their longer-term satisfaction with the DHP. It reports on the
evolving experiences and perspectives of manufacturers, utilities, and NEEA, as well as those of

1

See the website at www.neea.org.
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program implementation staff and their opinions about the suitability of DHPs as an efficiency
measure in markets other than those targeted by the pilot. The MPER also explores responses to
the technology and pilot, and intentions to install DHPs among nonparticipating installers.
Historically, DHP manufacturers perceived the United States as constituting a limited market for
sales of residential DHPs. However, due to recent technology improvements, manufacturers have
introduced variable-speed ductless heat pumps (DHPs) with advanced individual controls to the
U.S. market. A number of major manufacturers offer this equipment, both in the U.S. and
worldwide; in the U.S., the technology’s use has been in limited applications with a small overall
market niche.
Given manufacturers’ reported efficiency values, this technology appears to be a promising
energy efficiency measure to displace the use of electric heat in the Northwest.2 NEEA is leading
a regional project intended to implement, demonstrate, and evaluate energy savings and market
acceptance of this new generation of DHPs. The focus of this pilot project is to understand the
impact of the technology when applied as a retrofit in single-family residences.
For the retrofit, existing electric resistance heating equipment remains in place for the occupant
to use as needed. The DHP serves the main living areas of the home and displaces the need for
heat from the existing electric heat source. The contractor does not remove the existing heating
equipment, which the participating consumer (participant) might continue to use in addition to
the DHP, particularly during periods of colder weather.
The pilot includes marketing and implementation activities to coordinate installations of DHPs
with Northwest utility programs that provide residential incentives. The primary goals of the
pilot project are to:

 Demonstrate the effectiveness of inverter-driven ductless heat pumps to displace
electric heat in existing Northwest homes;

 Support evaluation efforts to document project implementation, and to determine
the costs and potential energy savings of DHPs in this application;

 Examine other non-energy benefits and potential barriers to large-scale
implementation of DHPs through the market research elements of the evaluation;
and,

 Define the future of the DHP market, and build an infrastructure to sustain and
accelerate its growth.

2

A pilot-provided comparison of the cost of heat in the Northwest suggests that DHPs offer heat more
efficiently and at a lower delivered-cost than any other available heating technology.

3

NAHB Research Center. 2008. Ductless Heat Pump Market Research and Analysis. Report #08-190.
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The Project Implementation Document specifies several objectives related to these goals,
including to:

 Engage the ductless heat pump industry (manufacturers, distributors, and contractors)
and create cooperative relationships and leverage resources to support the project;

 Accomplish up to 2,500 quality installations of inverter-driven ductless heat pumps
in existing homes with electric resistance space heat in the Northwest;

 Understand customer satisfaction and develop recommendations for future
program implementation strategies;

 Address potential first-cost barriers associated with ductless heat pumps;
 Ensure HVAC contractors are trained in the technical nuances of installing ductless
heat pumps correctly and install accordingly;

 Provide HVAC contractors with an understanding of the basis of the project, the
applications, and what is in it for them (new market and increased profits);

 Ensure ductless heat pump products installed through the project are among the
best available and are well supported by the distribution channel in the Northwest;
and

 Pave the way for future ductless heat pump programs by testing program designs
and marketing messages.
The Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) agreed to sponsor the installation of DHPs in 1,500
homes across the region by December 2009. Parallel efforts by other regional utilities, who
agreed to sponsor the installation of an additional 1,000 units during the same period, augmented
BPA’s commitment. In total, the project sought to install 2,500 DHP units between October 2008
and December 2009. The pilot exceeded this goal in early November 2009. By the pilot project’s
conclusion on December 31, 2009, it had installed 3,899 DHP units. As of November 15, 2010,
7,116 DHP installations met parameters outlined by the pilot project.

DHP PILOT THEORY AND LOGIC
Historically, DHP manufacturers’ perception that the U.S. represents a limited market for sales
of residential DHPs resulted in a lack of manufacturer marketing activities for DHPs and limited
availability of DHPs through distributors. Consumer barriers to the uptake of DHPs included
lack of familiarity with DHP technology, aesthetic concerns, and cost. Related to these factors,
installers had minimal experience with DHP installation and limited access to training.
The pilot project theory (see Figure 1.1) posits that by directly intervening with market actors,
DHP marketing, training, and distribution networks would strengthen and consumer awareness
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of DHPs would increase. The theory further assumed that by offering an economic stimulus on
DHP installations, utilities across the region would overcome participants’ first-cost hurdle for
DHP installation, persuading them to participate in the project.
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Figure 1.1: Logic Model for Northwest Ductless Heat Pump Pilot Project
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EVALUATION ACTIVITIES

The DHP Pilot Project evaluation, led by Ecotope, addresses five primary objectives; thissecondyear MPER, prepared by Research Into Action, addresses two of those objectives:

 Assess both market response from participants in the pilot project and general market
conditions in response from suppliers, distributors, and installers as the program and
marketing are developed; and

 Develop a process evaluation of the program as delivered and review alternatives as
required for a larger-scale implementation of the DHP program.
Table 2.1 illustrates the Wave 1 (first year) and Wave 2 (second year) MPER activities. In both
waves of research, we interviewed program stakeholders (including NEEA program staff,
implementation contractor staff, and utility and energy agency stakeholders), manufacturer
contacts, and installers. With few exceptions (described in Table 2.2), we interviewed the same
contacts during both Wave 1 and Wave 2 interviews.
Table 2.1: MPER Activities
ACTIVITIES
Interviews and
Surveys

WAVE 1
2009

WAVE 2
2010

NEEA Staff

X

X

Implementation Contractor Staff

X

X

Manufacturers / Distributors

X

X

Utility Project Managers

X

X

Participating Installers

X

Nonparticipating Installers

Document Review

X

Participating DHP Consumers

X

X

Logic Model

X

X

Project Tracking Data

X

X

NAHB Research Center, Ductless Heat Pump
Market Research and Analysis, June 2008

X

X

Table 2.2 presents our Wave 2 sampling plan for pilot DHP consumers; the numbers we
surveyed in Wave 2 meet or exceed 90/10 confidence/precision for the first three groups. We
contacted Wave 2 participant respondents roughly one year after the initial Wave 1 interviews
(between August and October 2010). We called the sampled participants up to five times to
reduce the likelihood of convenience sampling bias.
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Table 2.2: Participating DHP Consumer Sampling Groups
SAMPLING GROUP

NUMBER
SURVEYED
IN WAVE 1

NUMBER
REPEATED
IN WAVE 2

NEW
CONTACTS

WAVE 2
QUOTA

NUMBER
SURVEYED
IN WAVE 2

1: Western Oregon and Clark
County

92

65

0

65

65

2: Western Washington

60

60

4

64

75

3: Eastern Washington & Most
of Idaho

54

54

3

57

57

4a: Montana

13

13

0

13

13

4b: Other – Idaho Cooling Zone
1, Oregon CZ 1 & 3

19

13

0

13

14

TOTAL

238

192*

7

199

223

* Of this initial sample frame of 192 contacts surveyed in Wave 1, 7 did not yield a completed Wave 2 survey (they had moved
or refused to participate a second time). We selected at random 7 new contacts to replace them.

Table 2.3 summarizes the data collection undertaken for the MPER. We conducted interviews
with a subset (10 of the 20) manufacturer contacts (including DHP manufacturers, manufacturer
representatives, and distributors) that we interviewed during Wave 1. During Wave 1 interviews,
we surveyed contractors that installed DHPs through the pilot (participating installers). In
contrast, during Wave 2 interviews, we surveyed contractors that NEEA oriented to the DHP
Pilot Project, but who did not install any DHPs through the pilot (nonparticipating installers)
Table 2.3: Second-Year MPER Sampling Plan
GROUP

SAMPLE SIZE

POPULATION

CONFIDENCE/ PRECISION

Participants

223

3,899

Exceeds 90/10 for
consumer sampling groups
1, 2, and 3

Manufacturer Contacts*

10

80

Exceeds 80/20

Participating Installation Contractors

N/A

N/A

N/A

Nonparticipating Installation Contractors

15

304

Exceeds 85/15

NEEA Project Staff

3

3

Census

Implementation Contractor Staff

3

3

All key staff

Utility, Energy Agency Project Staff

20

20

Approaches 90/15

* Population and contact information provided by NEEA pilot project manager. During Wave 1, contacts represented all six
DHP brands in list provided by NEEA: Comfort Star, Daikin, Fujitsu, LG, Mitsubishi, and Sanyo. During Wave 2, contacts
represented only those brands that had 10 or more installations through the pilot project (Daikin, Fujitsu, LG, Mitsubishi, and
Sanyo). In 2010, consumers installed five additional brands of DHPs (Amcor, Comfort Aire, Samsung, and Toshiba-Carrier).

Appendix A provides the DHP participant survey; Appendix C provides the remaining data
collection instruments.
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TARGET MARKET DESCRIPTION
The primary target market for the pilot project consists of single-family, site-built homes using
electric resistance zonal heating systems as the primary source of heat. NEEA program staff
estimate there are approximately 534,842 homes in the Northwest in the target market. The
secondary target market for the pilot project includes single-family, site-built homes using
central forced-air electric furnaces (593,341) and manufactured homes using central forced-air
electric systems (385,310). Altogether, NEEA program staff estimate there are approximately 1.5
million single-family homes eligible for the pilot project. Note that the energy savings from and
cost-effectiveness of DHPs is being established through the pilot research and was not known at
the launch of the pilot; the research team anticipates a lower cost-effectiveness of DHPs in
residences with forced-air furnaces.
Prior research reported that as of 2008, DHPs represented only 1% of the $15 billion U.S.
commercial and residential market for HVAC equipment and found that only 5% of the
American public was aware of the existence of DHPs.3 The source does not provide residential
saturations. However, installer respondents who had installed DHPs prior to the pilot had
installed twice as many commercial units as residential units.
The pilot project sought to identify barriers to market acceptance of residential DHPs and to
explore methods to overcome those barriers. Pilot staff reported that prior to the project,
consumer barriers to uptake of DHPs included lack of familiarity with DHP technology, aesthetic
concerns, and cost; additionally, distribution networks for residential DHPs were weak.
To address these issues – and roughly coincident with the efficiency improvements in DHP
technology undertaken by the manufacturers – program stakeholders engaged utilities,
manufacturers, distributors, and installers in a cooperative relationship to leverage their resources
in support of the project. These relationships were vital for building awareness about the project.
By offering an incentive for DHP installations, utilities across the region sought to motivate their
customers to participate.
In addition to evaluating market barriers and progress in the primary and secondary markets
targeted by the pilot project, Wave 2 research further explores the potential for application of
DHPs into additional submarkets, including residential new construction, residential remodels

3

NAHB Research Center. 2008. Ductless Heat Pump Market Research and Analysis. Report #08-190.
Portland, Ore.: Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance. p. 7. See:
http://www.nwductless.com/images/pdf/neea%20dhp%20analysis.pdf.
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and conversions, manufactured homes, homes with forced air furnaces, multifamily dwellings,
and small commercial applications.

SUPPLY SIDE CHARACTERISTICS
Five brands comprised the majority of DHP installations conducted through the project: Daikin,
Fujitsu, LG, Mitsubishi, and Sanyo (each of the five were associated with over 400 projectqualifying DHP installations). Although the evaluation team was unable to locate definitive data
on market share, contacts (both those related to the pilot effort and interviewed manufacturers)
suggest these five manufacturers dominate ductless heat pump sales in the U.S.4 Amcor, Comfort
Aire, Samsung, and Toshiba-Carrier brand DHPs were also installed through the project, but
each of the brands received 10 or fewer qualifying installations.
All of the installers interviewed in Wave 1 (30 participating installers) and Wave 2 (15
nonparticipating installers) reported that they provide heating and cooling equipment sales,
installation, repair, and maintenance. The majority (26 of the 30 in Wave 1) also sell water
heaters.
The majority of both participating (86%) and nonparticipating (87%) installers reported having
completed at least one DHP installation (either residential or commercial) prior to the pilot.
However, consistent with prior research indicating low market penetration of DHPs, over half of
both groups of installers reported ten or fewer pre-pilot DHP installations of any type. Only four
installers – all participants – had extensive DHP experience (more than 100 pre-pilot
installations, largely commercial). Also consistent with prior research indicating particularly low
penetration of residential DHPs, installer respondents reported that the majority of their pre-pilot
DHP installations (473 of 800 units, or 60%) had occurred in commercial applications.5
Prior research indicates that a large majority of pre-pilot residential DHPs provided heating or
cooling to a space that previously had no heating/cooling, as opposed to displacing existing zonal
heat.6 Somewhat in contrast with these earlier findings, responses from installer respondents
indicate that approximately half (46%) of their pre-pilot residential DHP installations were put in
to displace existing zonal heat and about half (54%) were installed to provide heating or cooling
to a previously unconditioned space. Altogether, installer respondents provided information
suggesting that over 85% of their pre-pilot DHP installations occurred outside of the pilot’s
target market of residential electric heat displacement.

4

During Wave 1 interviews, a contact for Mitsubishi estimated it supplies 50% of the DHP market; a Sanyo
contact estimated Sanyo supplies 10% to 15% of sales in the West; a Daikin contact estimated Daikin was
the third largest provider.

5

NAHB Research Center. 2008. Ductless Heat Pump Market Research and Analysis. Report #08-190.
Portland, Ore.: Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance. p. 14.

6

Op. Cit., pp. 22-24.
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FINDINGS FROM IN-DEPTH
INTERVIEWS

This chapter presents findings from in-depth interviews with NEEA staff, DHP Pilot Project
implementation staff, contacts from utilities that participated in the pilot, and contacts at DHP
manufacturers, manufacturer representatives, and distributors. Table 2.3 provides the sample
sizes.
The chapter explores DHP Pilot Project achievements, including engagement with
manufacturers, steps toward the development of a retail market, building an installer
infrastructure, and increasing consumer awareness of and demand for DHPS. Among the
purposes of the pilot was to learn how to engage with and stimulate the market, and we describe
pilot achievements in this arena under the heading Lessons Learned. While the pilot addressed a
specific target market – existing homes with zonal electric resistance heat – NEEA is also
interested in the potential for DHPs in other markets. The chapter concludes with findings from
the in-depth interviews related to market barriers and opportunities for DHPs in the submarkets
of new construction, remodels, manufactured homes, homes with electric forced-air furnaces,
multifamily dwellings, and small commercial buildings.

NORTHWEST DUCTLESS HEAT PUMP PILOT PROJECT ACHIEVEMENTS
Manufacturer Engagement
DHP manufacturers have historically thought of the U.S. as a limited market for residential DHP
sales. The leading manufacturers of DHPs sold in the U.S. perceived them as a solution for
problem zones, bonus rooms, or add-ons rather than whole-house heating and cooling systems.
In addition, prior to recent technological innovations, the previous generation of DHPS did not
provide heating below 40° F. Therefore, manufacturers did not promote DHPs as an energy
efficiency measure or as an alternative to zonal electric heat. 7 Additionally, DHP availability
through distributors was limited.
A primary goal of the pilot project is to displace the use of electric heat in the Northwest. Project
staff contacts reported that despite manufacturers’ initial hesitancy about displacement theory,8
the manufacturers’ involvement and interest in the pilot project increased over time. Notably,

7

Ductless Heat Pump Market Research and Analysis Market Research Report, prepared by NAHB Research
Center, June 2008.

8

Displacement theory suggests consumers can maximize cost-effective energy savings by installing a single
indoor unit in the main living area of the house (living/family room, dining room, or kitchen) to displace the
use of electric resistance heat in the primary zone of a home.
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contacts reported that at the time the pilot launched, there were three involved manufacturers,
and that by late 2009, there were five.9
During 2009, representatives from each of the five participating DHP manufacturers adjusted
marketing activities in response to the pilot project. The reported changes included advertising
the pilot project and the available rebates, increasing the number of installer DHP trainings, and
emphasizing the heating (as opposed to cooling) capabilities of DHPs to appeal to northern
climates.10 Table 4.1 summarizes some of the reported changes in marketing.
Table 4.1: Pre- and Post-Pilot DHP Marketing Activities Among Manufacturer Contacts
BRAND

PRE-PILOT MARKETING MESSAGE

CHANGES IN MARKETING RELATED TO
PILOT

Mitsubishi

Manufacturers reported emphasis on energy
efficiency, zonal control, and simple
installation. Distributors reported emphasis on
energy efficiency and environmental attributes.

Manufacturers reported increased emphasis
on heating attributes of DHPs to appeal to pilot
participants. Distributors reported working to
increase contractor participation in the pilot.

Fujitsu

Manufacturers and manufacturer
representatives reported emphasis on energy
efficiency, energy savings, comfort, and
environmental attributes.

Manufacturers reported increased
advertisement. Distributors reported changing
marketing messages to emphasize available
rebates.

Daikin

Manufacturers reported emphasis on energy
efficiency and environmental attributes.

Manufacturers and distributors reported
increased marketing.

LG

Manufacturers focused on public recognition
of the LG brand (90% brand recognition in the
U.S.).

Distributors conducted direct mailings to
potential pilot participants.

Sanyo

Sanyo's marketing slogan is: Think Gaia.
Manufacturers reported, "The entire focus of
Sanyo is green and Mother Earth."

Sanyo distributors reported increasing
contractor DHP trainings.

Manufacturer contacts reported that their degree of involvement with the pilot project in 2010
has either remained at the same level or increased since 2009. Representatives from three of the
five participating DHP manufacturers reported collaboration with utilities to provide cooperative
marketing. Manufacturer contacts frequently cited the activities of the pilot project as a primary
driver of growth in the residential DHP market and reported that they would like continued
incentives for DHPs.
In addition, manufacturer contacts reported that they increasingly view the Northwest as an
important market for DHPs. One of these contacts reported that Oregon and Washington ranked
eighth and ninth respectively in 2010 national data in terms of the total number of DHP units

9

Northwest Ductless Heat Pump Pilot Project First Market Progress Evaluation Report

10

Op. cit.
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sold, as compared with 2008 when they ranked nineteenth and twentieth respectively.
Manufacturers also reported that the availability of DHPs had increased in the Northwest,
including the most up-to-date cold-temperature products, which manufacturers had previously
offered almost exclusively in Scandinavia
Retail Channel
Project staff reported that they intend to approach retailers such as Costco, Sears, Home Depot,
and Lowes about retail sales of DHPs. Project staff aim to establish retail sales of DHPs as a
milestone for 2011.
Project staff noted that the current distribution, marketing, and sales channels add cost and
complexity to achieving the outcome of increased saturation of DHPs. Staff reported that retail
sales of DHPs would help to reduce the cost of DHPs by leveraging retailers’ economies of scale
and avoiding the middle-man present in the current sales model. Project staff contacts also
believe that the presence of DHPs in retail establishments would dramatically increase consumer
awareness of DHPs, particularly among demographic groups that are currently unaware of this
alternative. Staff members plan to approach independent hardware companies, as well as large
retailers, about retail DHP sales in order to better reach consumers in rural areas.
Regarding their interest in initiating retail sales of DHPs, two manufacturer contacts declined to
reveal their plans, referring the question to their corporate offices. The remaining three
manufacturer contacts reported that their companies do not plan to expand into retail markets, at
least in the near term. Regarding their reluctance to initiate retail sales of DHPs, the
manufacturer contacts explained that professional installation is required because DHPs use
refrigerant. According to one contact, “It’s an applied product and when you put it in a retailer’s
hand, you run the risk of the product being misapplied and not installed properly.”
Project staff reported that the potential for misapplication and improper installation of DHPs
could be addressed by implementing a sales model similar to that which is currently applied to
retail sales of water heaters. Retail water heater sales include the cost of installation through a
network of professional installers.
Building an Installer Infrastructure
To address barriers to DHPs NEEA identified prior to launching the pilot, the DHP Pilot Project
recruited DHP manufacturers and distributors to deliver technical trainings and pilot project
orientations to contractors across the region, and in doing so, increased supply chain awareness
of the displacement theory for DHP installation (that is, displacing the use of electric zonal heat
rather than replacing the equipment). By the end of 2009, the Pilot Project had trained nearly
1,000 installers from more than 600 companies through nearly 50 in-person and 30 web-based
installer orientations, and created a quality assurance process to ensure proper installations. Also
by the end of 2009, 325 firms had completed at least one DHP installation through the pilot.
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Quality Assurance
Responses from interviewed utilities in 2009 revealed problems with some of the early DHP
installations, including line sets that when left uncovered resulted in ugly wiring outside the
home and components exposed to ultraviolet (UV) ray damage. Quality assurance efforts and
continuing contractor education as the project progressed appears to have addressed many of
these issues. Utility contacts reported that, with very few exceptions, installers are providing
quality DHP installations within their service territories.11 Several of the utility contacts reported
that DHP installation has improved over time. Representative responses from utility contacts
regarding the quality of DHP installations included:

 “We had some problems early on with the line sets – they didn't look good. That has
improved; they've cleaned up their act.”

 “When the program first started, it was a bit rough, but it has cleaned up since then.”
 “On a one-to-ten scale, our customer ratings of contractors are typically all 10s.”
Project staff contacts reported that, because of an increase in the overall quality installations, the
project has been able to reduce the proportion of quality assurance inspections and still observe a
high proportion of high quality installations.
Additionally, multiple utility contacts reported reductions in the installed costs of DHPs within
their service territories. The contacts attributed the price reductions to installers’ increased level
of comfort with DHP installation, the ability of installers to install DHPs in less time, and
increased market competition among installers.
Master Installer Training
To further develop the installer infrastructure and thereby sustain and accelerate growth in the
market, Project staff contacts reported that they are currently developing a Master Installer
Program. Staff explained that the goal of the Master Installer Program is to increase the degree
to which installers understand and promote displacement of zonal electric heat with DHPs by
showcasing and rewarding installers who employ best practices in completing a large number of
installations through the pilot project. Master Installers will receive priority listings on the web
interface that helps consumers find installers (goingductless.com).
Increased Consumer Awareness
Multiple utility contacts spontaneously reported that despite reduced DHP marketing efforts in
2010, consumer demand for DHPs continued to grow. Most of the utility contacts attributed the

11

Seventeen of twenty utility contacts provided valid responses.
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increased consumer demand for DHPs to substantial word-of-mouth advertising resulting from
the high level of consumer satisfaction with DHPs. Several contacts noted that word-of-mouth is
particularly effective, because it often affords prospective customers opportunities to see and
experience working DHP units.
Representative responses from utility contacts that noted a high degree of word-of-mouth
advertising within their service territories included:

 “We haven’t done a whole lot of marketing; it’s marketing itself.”
 “The biggest difference is word-of-mouth is spreading, because we have enough DHPs
out there now that people can talk about them.”

 “When you get these installed in neighborhoods with similar homes, that’s when it really
starts to catch on. It’s like someone throwing gasoline on a dry field.”
Additionally, eighteen out of the twenty interviewed utility contacts reported that DHPs
constitute a viable market within their service territories and expect consumer demand to grow.
These responses from utility contacts suggest the potential for self-sustaining DHP markets in
the Northwest at the conclusion of incentive programs.
Market transformation is attained when an intervention brings about market change that persists
or is sustained even after the intervention ends. The intervention of the DHP pilot suggests that
market transformation might be achievable. Nonetheless, several utilities cautioned against
changing the DHP incentive levels, particularly changing them before the impact of the expiring
federal tax credit on DHP sales is understood.

LESSONS LEARNED BY PILOT STAKEHOLDERS
Engaging Manufacturers
Project staff reported that their increased emphasis in 2010 on affecting DHP manufacturers’
regional and national marketing efforts has resulted in an increased understanding of how best to
engage with the manufacturers. Staff reported that their efforts to affect manufacturers 2010
marketing messages during the second quarter of 2010 were “a little late to the table.” Staff
reported that, when attempting to affect marketing within a given fiscal year, it is necessary to
engage the manufacturers during the fourth quarter of the prior fiscal year so that the
manufacturers can incorporate the additional items into their budget for the upcoming year.
Additionally staff now understands that it is more effective to engage with employees at higher
levels of the organizations, rather than with regional salespersons. According to one staff contact,
“We are just now in the midst of talking to the decision-makers towards the top of manufacturing
organizations.”
Project staff noted some challenges concerning development of unified messaging with the
manufacturers, which staff attributed to the goals of manufacturers not being in complete
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alignment with those of the pilot project. For instance, although the pilot project promoted DHPs
to displace zonal electric resistance heat, manufacturers are interested in marketing to “any and
all” customers, including customers who currently heat their homes using nonelectric sources.
Additionally, to support cost-effective displacement of electric resistance heat in the primary
zone of homes, the pilot project primarily promotes ductless systems comprised of one
compressor with a single indoor unit, 12 whereas manufacturers are frequently interested in
promoting their top-selling multi-port DHP systems.13
Staff anticipate being able to engage manufacturers more aggressively once the DHP metering
study is complete.14 Staff explained that, assuming that the results of the metering study are
positive, DHPs are likely to receive the “full blessing of the utility world,” enabling staff to
approach manufacturers more aggressively on the displacement theory, development of
messaging that advertises the savings potential for displacement of electric resistance heat, and
integration of DHPs into retail sales channels.
Engaging Installers
Despite positive reviews from utility contacts and project staff regarding the overall high quality
of DHP installations, staff noted that there continues to be both satisfactory and unsatisfactory
manufacturer trainings. Project staff reported the need to ensure that “all of the manufacturers are
bringing high quality training to the region.”
Additionally, one manufacturer contact questioned the pilot project’s policy that qualifies an
entire installation firm’s staff to install DHPs through the pilot project once a single member of
the firm has attended a project orientation session and manufacturer training. According to this
contact, “Training one person at a contractor’s office may not be enough; the information is not
flowing from one person to the next.”
Two utility contacts reported that the interface to locate eligible installers (goingductless.com)
needs updating. The contacts reported that the webpages listing eligible installers includes
installers that are either unaware that they are registered with the pilot project and/or use the
opportunity to attempt to sell customers standard HVAC equipment.
To improve goingductless.com, project staff reported that they are currently developing an
installer removal protocol that will initiate quarterly updates to the website, removing contractors

12

Multi-zone ductless heat pump systems are allowed in the pilot project. However, the project incentive is per
consumer/home and only one incentive payment (e.g., $1,500) will be made, regardless of how many indoor
units are installed or how many zones are served.

13

Each of the manufacturer contacts reported that their multi-zone DHPs currently outsell one-to-one ductless
systems.

14

The metering study is another facet of the umbrella research project that includes this MPER. It is
anticipated that the metering study will be completed in the first half of 2012.
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that have both not attended a project orientation within the preceding 12 months and have never
completed a DHP installation through the pilot project. Staff further reported that despite their
removal from goingductless.com, the contractors would continue to be eligible to complete
installations through the pilot project. Additionally, staff initiated a mechanism to remove
problematic installers from the project. Grounds for installer removal include multiple
installation-related deviations (two major or four minor) and the support of all affected utilities.
Engaging Utilities
Project staff noted that there are currently 83 utilities in the region participating in the pilot
project. Staff reported that positive results from the metering study would be likely to elicit
increased participation among Northwest utilities.
Most interviewed utility contacts reported meeting or exceeding their utility’s DHP installation
goals. Utility contacts who reported having not met their DHP installation goals attributed the
shortfall of installations either to climatic conditions within their service territory and/or a lack of
marketing.
Utility contacts said that the most effective marketing approaches were contractor marketing,
consumer word-of-mouth, utility bill inserts, and newspaper articles. Project staff suggested that
newspaper ads were not effective.
Some of the participating utilities have changed their program requirements to allow
participation by people with zonal electric resistance equipment who nonetheless use wood or
propane as their primary source of heat. These utilities believe many of these customers will
sooner or later move away from wood or propane due to cost and convenience. The utilities want
these customers have DHPs and not increase their use of their electric resistance equipment.

BARRIERS AND OPPORTUNITIES IN MARKET SEGMENTS NOT
TARGETED BY THE PILOT
This section provides a synthesis of our findings relating to the potential for DHPs in
applications other than the displacement of electric resistance zonal heating equipment in
existing single-family, site-built homes. Note that the region has yet to establish the energy
savings potential and cost-effectiveness of the applications discussed in this section; BPA is
currently investigating some of these applications.
New Construction
The pilot project’s logic model identifies the installation of DHPs into high-profile model homes
as a pilot project objective. Towards this end, project staff reported that each of the homes in the
2010 Clark County Parade of Homes featured DHPs. Staff further noted, “We attribute much of
the knowledge-base of contractors and builders to the efforts of the pilot project.”
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A utility contact noted that increasingly stringent energy codes have resulted in the construction
of homes with minimal heat loss, making the newly constructed homes a good fit for DHPs.15
The contact further reasoned that these homes are built so tight that most of the unitary
equipment that is available is oversized for such homes. The contact advocated for the
development of utility incentive programs for DHPs in new construction as a means to
dramatically increase market adoption of DHPs among builders.
Within new construction, manufacturer contacts noted that in the custom home market,
consumers are willing to spend more money to obtain a higher efficiency product, whereas, in
the tract home market, consumers are typically not willing to spend more money. To address the
cost hurdle among tract home customers, manufacturer contacts recommended coordinating with
realtors to emphasize the energy cost savings potential of DHPs. Note that these views of
manufacturers suggest they believe higher-cost houses constitute the main market for DHPs,
which differs from the views of program stakeholders.
One manufacturer contact reported that in new construction, there is greater potential for multiport DHP systems and ducted inverter than for one-to-one DHP systems. The contact added, “It
is not always easy to convince architects and builders of the value of one-to-one DHP systems.”
The contact noted a trend in new construction towards building taller, multi-story homes with
minimal square footage on each floor. According to the contact, such homes are not suitable
applications for one-to-one DHP systems.
Remodels/Conversions
As noted, DHP manufacturers traditionally viewed remodels and conversions as the primary
application for DHPs within the residential sector. Consistent with this perspective, manufacturer
contacts unanimously reported that substantial opportunities exist within the Northwest
residential remodel and conversion market.
One manufacturer contact noted that the economic downturn has, to some degree, increased
remodel and conversion opportunities by extending the average length of home ownership, thus
increasing homeowners’ interest in improving their homes.
According to one manufacturer contact, the primary barrier within the remodel and conversion
submarket is a lack of awareness among builders and HVAC contractors. The contact also noted
that builders frequently partner with HVAC firms that install standard equipment because of
their pre-existing relationships with the firms. The contact further noted, “You have to remember
that our business is so relationship-based.”

15

Both Washington and Oregon residential building energy codes as currently proposed include a direct
mention of the DHP as an alternative to meeting code requirements.
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Manufactured Homes
Existing Manufactured Housing
Project staff reported that existing manufactured homes might present an excellent application
for DHPs, because such homes are frequently equipped with electric forced air furnaces.16
Additionally, one utility contact suggested there is substantial opportunity to displace the use of
window AC units within the subsector. However, a manufacturer contact cautioned that the cost
of DHPs might present a barrier to the existing manufactured homes market, noting that
manufactured housing represents a price-sensitive residential submarket.
New Manufactured Housing
One DHP manufacturer contact noted that manufactured homes are typically single-story, have
an open floor plan, and comprise three to four rooms. Therefore, according to the contact, “They
are a perfect fit for ductless multi-zone systems.”
However, two manufacturer contacts cited Housing and Urban Development (HUD) regulations
as a barrier to proliferation of DHPs in new manufactured housing. According to the contact,
“HUD requires that a source of heat be installed in new manufactured housing prior to shipment
and you cannot install a ductless system and have it travel very well.”
Homes with Electric Forced Air Furnaces
Multiple utility contacts indicated an interest in exploring opportunities for application of DHPs
in site-built and manufactured homes with electric forced air furnaces. Project staff indicated a
need for additional market research, as well as exploration of the technical potential of DHPs in
the electric forced air furnace market. Staff suggested that market research should provide both
estimates of the size of the Northwest forced air furnace market and identify effective marketing
messages tailored to this segment. Staff suggested that technical research on DHP energy savings
and cost-effectiveness should clarify the interactive effects of DHPs and forced air furnaces, both
in applications where DHPs are being used as primary and as secondary sources of heat.17

16

BPA utilities currently provide incentives for DHP installations in existing homes (manufactured, singlefamily, and multifamily) with zonal electric resistance heat. BPA, Energy Efficiency Implementation Manual,
April 1, 2010.

17

“BPA discontinued reimbursement for DHPs in single-family homes with electric forced-air-furnaces effective
April 1, 2010. BPA is currently working with NEEA to identify potential savings from DHPs in single family
residences, manufactured homes, and multifamily applications with electric forced air furnaces.” BPA’S
Energy Efficiency Implementation Manual, page 75.
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Multifamily Dwellings
Current Market
BPA utilities currently provide incentives for DHP installation in multifamily homes with zonal
electric heat.18 Utility contacts reported a small number of DHP installations in multifamily
buildings, such as low-income housing and retirement homes.
Market Barriers and Opportunities
Several utility contacts noted substantial potential for the application of DHPs in the multifamily
sector. According to project staff, the majority of both new and existing multifamily buildings
are heated with zonal electric baseboard heat. Additionally, apartments within multifamily
buildings are typically smaller than site-built homes and have an open floor plan, rendering them
(in theory) ideal candidates for the application of DHPs.
However, project staff cited several barriers to market adoption of DHPs within the multifamily
market. A key barrier is that adoption is hindered by the split incentive, because only the
property owner will pay for heating equipment (and tenants are frequently barred from making
significant upgrades), yet it is the renter who pays the utility bills. In addition, the low cost of
zonal heat in multifamily units makes DHPs less cost-effective. On the other hand, apartments
with cooling command a rent premium, which increases the cost effectiveness of the DHP.
Project staff indicated a need for additional research into the market and technical potential of
the application of DHPs in multifamily buildings. Staff suggested that technical research should
consider the cost-effectiveness of DHPs when applied to the multifamily market and resolve
technical questions about DHP installation, including where to place outdoor DHP units for
apartments that are located on the upper stories of buildings and how to integrate DHPs into
older buildings with antiquated wiring and insufficiently sized service panels. Staff suggested
that market research should identify effective marketing strategies for the multifamily market.
Small Commercial Buildings
Current Market
Project staff noted that the majority of pre-pilot installations of DHPs in the Northwest were
installed in commercial buildings as a method to add cooling where ductwork was not costeffective. This observation is consistent with our findings from interviews with participating
contractors that we conducted for the first MPER. According to one manufacturer contact,
uptake of DHPs in small commercial buildings is currently experiencing a growth phase because,
“the cost of goods is one-half that of traditional type systems.”

18

BPA’S Energy Efficiency Implementation Manual.
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Market Barriers and Opportunities
Regarding market potential in the small commercial sector, project staff reported that there are a
large number of small commercial buildings that are currently heated with electric resistance
heat, primarily within BPA utility service territories. Staff cautioned that this number is “large in
terms of numbers, but not in terms of load.”
Manufacture contacts reported potential for DHPs in strip malls. According to the manufacturer
contact, retail establishments frequently prefer high ceilings with no ductwork. The contact also
noted that DHP installations in strip malls result in increased occupant comfort and (in some
cases) reduced installation costs.
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PARTICIPATING CONSUMERS

The evaluation team completed 223 surveys with participating DHP consumers between July 7,
2010, and September 15, 2010. The surveys lasted 20 to 30 minutes. The team placed up to five
calls to each potential respondent in an attempt to complete surveys with the previous
respondents from Wave 1 research. The survey design represented all cooling zones in the
project service territory. We created four groups based on cooling zone and sampled for a 90/10
confidence and precision within each group, excluding Group 4 (Miscellaneous). Wave 2 data
collection met or exceeded the quotas for all four groups. Table 2.2 in Chapter 2 provides the
groups and the number of completes needed for each wave of data collection.
We used the Pearson χ² test to identify statistically significant differences across the four groups
and between each group and the other three groups collectively. We found only two significant
differences among groups; these findings are called out in our presentation of results.

DHP USAGE
Since installing the DHP, 99% of respondents had used it for heating (Figure 5.1) and 93% had
used it for cooling (Figure 5.2). The majority (96%) of respondents reported having used the
DHP on the coldest days of the year and slightly over three-quarters (77%) indicated that the
DHP was able to keep their space at a comfortable temperature despite the cold. Respondents
described the heat from the DHP as more “even, “consistent,” and “efficient” than their previous
heat.
Figure 5.1: Use of DHP for Heating
Used DHP for Heating

Yes,
99%

Used DHP On Coldest
Days
Yes,
96%

Kept Space
Comfortable
Temperature

Yes,
77%
No,
19%

No,
1%
n = 223

n = 222

No,
3%
Don't
Know,
1%

n = 214

Don't
Know
/
Other,
4%

Similar to heating, 208 (99%) of the respondents who had used the DHP for cooling used the
DHP on the hottest days of the year, and 96% of those respondents found that the DHP was able
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to keep their space at a comfortable temperature (Figure 5.2). Respondents who did not use the
DHP for cooling reported that they either never need cooling (12 responses) or they do not use
cooling to save energy (1 response).19
Figure 5.2: Use of DHP for Cooling
Used DHP for Cooling
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In Wave 1 surveys, which we conducted within a month or two of DHP installation, 99%
respondents reported they intended the DHP to be their primary heating equipment. In Wave 2,
93% identified the DHP as their primary heating equipment. Of the 14 respondents who reported
a primary heat source aside from the DHP, most indicated their actions stemmed from personal
preference and not a dissatisfaction with the DHP performance: 6 indicated wood was their
primary source, 2 indicated baseboards, and the remaining 5 respondents reported using ceiling
heat, electric furnace, wall heaters, a ducted heat pump, or a gas fireplace.
Other Heating Equipment
Just over one-quarter (27%) of respondents reported the DHP was the only equipment they had
used for heating during the prior heating season. The remaining 73% (165) of respondents had
used, in addition to their DHP, their existing heating equipment at least part of the year.
Participants in Eastern Washington and Idaho (Group 3) were more likely than participants in
other regions to report using additional heat; yet, even so, less than half (42%) reported using it
more than rarely (compared to 28% for the other participants, χ² at p<.05).
Customers augmented their DHP heat by using the equipment they had prior to the DHP’s
installation: wall heaters (31%), followed by wood (21%), baseboards (17%), and miscellaneous
other equipment (4%) (Figure 5.3).

19

Two respondents could not provide a reason.
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Figure 5.3: Heating Equipment Used in Addition to DHP
Wall Heater

31%
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17%
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14%

Other

7%

Electric Furnace

7%

Space Heaters / Portable
Heaters

7%

Gas Fireplace

4%

n = 162 (multiple responses )

As shown in Figure 5.4, slightly over half (51%) of respondents who used backup heat did not
use it in the same room as the DHP, although some respondents reported that the heat from their
other sources may spill over into the room where the DHP is located. Of the 165 respondents
who used backup heat, 60% reported using it rarely or almost never, 16% used it sometimes, and
12% used it often or always.20 Respondents reported using these other types of heating
equipment less than (89%) or the same amount (11% – 18 respondents or 8% of the total sample
of 223) as they did before they got the DHP. Respondents who previously used wood universally
reported using less wood, with some using wood only in emergencies or for ambiance on special
occasions.
Nearly all (96%) of the respondents identified the DHP as their primarily cooling equipment.
Only 10% (20 respondents) had used any other cooling equipment since installing the DHP. Of
those 20, 11 used additional cooling equipment rarely or never (9 used it sometimes or
often/always) and only 1 used it in the same room as the DHP (Figure 5.5). Participants in Group
4 were less likely than other participants to have used their DHPs for cooling, as might be
anticipated given the location of Group 4 participants (78% compared with 95%, χ² at p<.01).

20

The remaining 12% of respondents could not answer the question accurately because they were only in the
home with the DHP part of the year, ran their backup heat for ambiance, or used their backup heat only for
specific purposes such as showering.
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Figure 5.4: Use of Additional Heating
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Figure 5.5: Use of Additional Cooling
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Coverage of the Home
The DHP Pilot Project promoted DHPs as an appropriate space conditioning technology for
homes where the residents spend most of their time in a single zone, such as the living room or
kitchen area. However, many respondents reported that the DHP conditioned nearly their entire
home. Over half (125, 56%) of respondents indicated that the DHP heats and cools three-quarters
of their home or more (Figure 5.6). Another 44 (20%) reported that the DHP conditioned
between half and three-quarters of their home.
In nearly all reports, the DHP met or even exceed the participating consumer expectations
regarding the amount of conditioned space. The DHP heated and cooled the amount that 79% of
respondents expected; for 15% (33 respondents) it provided heating and cooling for less than the
anticipated space, and for 3% (7 respondents) it provided conditioning for more space than
anticipated.
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Figure 5.6: DHP Coverage
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Temperature and Comfort
The average heating temperature for heating among respondents was 70° (219 respondents). This
is similar to the Wave 1 average of 69°. The average cooling temperature was 74° (68
respondents). Far fewer respondents were able to recall the temperature setting for cooling, as
many used the DHP for cooling on an as-needed basis.
Most participants reported not changing the DHP settings since they installed the DHP (70%),
although some had experimented with airflow, temperature settings, and programming (30%).
Nearly all (97%) of respondents reported that their home was more comfortable (91%) or equally
comfortable (6%) than it was prior to installing the DHP. Only two respondents (1%, one in
Group 1 and one in Group 2) indicated that the home was less comfortable (2%, four
respondents, did not provide valid information). Respondents gave a variety of ways in which
their comfort was improved by the DHP (Figure 5.7).
Participants explained that using the DHP made their homes less drafty and gave them better
control over their comfort. Representative comments include:

 “Before, we had the ceiling heat and we were never comfortable – there was a drafty
feeling and we had to use blankets and space heaters to keep warm. For cooling, we had
two window AC's and it was very hot in the house still. This had made a night and day
difference.”

 “With the ceiling heat, we kept the house uncomfortably cold. Now we keep it around 68
degrees, so we are much more comfortable.”

 “My comfort is about the same, but I’m using less energy”
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Figure 5.7: Sources of Improved Comfort by the DHP
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Cooling
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30%
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Respondents were less likely to say that the DHP had improved the air quality in their home.
Sixty percent (131 respondents) reported that the air quality in their homes was the same, while
33% (73 respondents) reported that it was better. The top two reported reasons for better air
quality were the filtration (24%) and reduced dust (23%). Seventeen respondents reported that
the DHP had reduced their allergies or contributed to another health improvement.
Settings
The majority (67%) of respondents indicated they turn the DHP on and off manually and
adjusting it as needed (Figure 5.8). Fewer (20%) reported that they run the DHP on a program,
and another 9% sometimes program the DHP and sometimes use in on the manual setting. These
respondents explained that they use the DHP “as needed,” which meant more use in the winter,
often on a program, and reduced use in the summer on a day-by-day basis. Over three-quarters
(85%) of respondents reported that their usage of the DHP varied by season. In addition to
turning the DHP off in the summer if they did not need cooling, 78% of respondents turned the
DHP off for other reasons. Nearly half of respondents (47%) turn the DHP down or off at night
all the time; another 28% do so sometimes. Respondents offered many other reasons for turning
the DHP off occasionally. These reasons included wanting to open windows in the summer for
fresh air, simply not needing conditioning of any kind, and going out of town.
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Figure 5.8: DHP Settings
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Contractors typically gave respondents instructions on how to use the DHP throughout the year
in various temperatures; 90% of the 210 respondents who could remember the interaction with
the contractor indicated they had received such instructions. Of these, 49 respondents mentioned
that the contractors described potential limitations of the DHP in extremely cold weather. An
additional five respondents turned to the manual for information about very cold weather. In
open-ended comments, respondents mentioned the manual as a helpful tool for understanding
their DHP.
Maintenance
Respondents had owned their DHP for a year or more at the time of the Wave 2 data collection.
They reported minimal maintenance concerns. Slightly over half (54%) had not had any kind of
service visit since the DHP was installed. Of the 100 respondents (46%) who had been visited by
a DHP contractor, nearly all indicated that the service visits were due to minor problems or were
one-year check-up visits. Respondents reported taking an active role in the maintenance of their
DHPs. Many (79%) had cleaned the filters in their DHP themselves. Another 3% had someone
else clean the filter. About one-in-seven respondents (14%) had not cleaned the DHP filter at all,
although all but one of these respondents knew the filter needed to be cleaned. Only 2% of
respondents had experienced any issues with the filters in their DHP. Overall, participating
consumers found the level of maintenance associated with owning a DHP to be reasonable.

PARTICIPANT ENERGY ACTIONS AND EQUIPMENT PURCHASES
Since the previous survey, 40% of respondents had taken additional actions to reduce their
energy use (Figure 5.9). Of respondents who had taken additional actions to reduce energy use,
79% had not received an incentive for their action. Only 11 of the 223 respondents had
purchased additional heating or cooling equipment since installing their DHP. Three respondents
(2%) had installed an additional heat pump. Nine respondents (20%) reported that they had plans
to purchase additional heating or cooling equipment.
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Figure 5.9: Additional Energy-Efficient Measures Taken Since DHP Installation
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SATISFACTION WITH THE DHP
In Wave 1, participating consumers expressed universally high levels of satisfaction with the
DHP. The same trend continued in Wave 2. Respondents continued to be satisfied with the
performance, maintenance, and sound level of the DHP, and with their energy bills compared to
their bills before installing the DHP. Table 5.1 shows participating consumer satisfaction ratings.
More than half (53%) of respondents had already recommended a DHP to someone and an
additional 45% would recommend a DHP if asked. Illustrative comments about satisfaction
include:

 “We are saving $100 a month on electricity. With the savings on wood included, I saved
$1,000 this winter.”

 “In the winter time the bill is down about 60%.”
 “The sound level is fantastic.”
We asked participant respondents if there was anything at all they did not like about the DHP.
Most dislikes were minor. The most common dislike was the appearance of the DHP or the
physical presence of it on the household wall (37 respondents). Other dislikes included the
controls or remote (9 respondents), maintenance (7 respondents), and noise (5 respondents).
Even when prompted, 48 respondents reported having nothing they disliked about the DHP.
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Several participants spontaneously commented that the benefits of owning a DHP outweighed
any dislikes they had.
Table 5.1: Participant Consumer Satisfaction
AREA OF SATISFACTION

LEVEL OF SATISFACTION
1VERY

2

3

4

DISSATISFIED

5VERY

DON’T
KNOW/NA

SATISFIED

Maintenance the DHP
Requires (n=222)

1
(0%)

2
(1%)

4
(2%)

27
(12%)

182
(82%)

6
(3%)

Comfort of the New
Cooling (n=221)

0
(0%)

0
(0%)

4
(2%)

28
(13%)

175
(79%)

14
(6%)

Sound Level of Indoor
Unit (n=222)

1
(<1%)

2
(1%)

2
(1%)

48
(22%)

168
(76%)

1
(<1%)

Comfort of the New Heat
(n=222)

1
(<1%)

1
(<1%)

7
(4%)

50
(23%)

161
(73%)

2
(1%)

Electricity Bill Using the
DHP, Compared with
Before (n=222)

1
(1%)

3
(2%)

14
(6%)

57
(26%)

126
(56%)

21
(9%)
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NONPARTICIPATING INSTALLERS

The research team interviewed 15 installers who had attended an orientation to the Northwest
Ductless Heat Pump Project, but never installed any DHPs through the project

RECOMMENDING DHPS TO CUSTOMERS
The nonparticipating installers reported varying levels of familiarity with DHPs; nonetheless, all
indicated they had recommended a DHP to at least one of their residential customers. The most
common reasons for recommending a DHP were its appropriateness for a small or disconnected
space and cost effectiveness. All surveyed nonparticipating installers indicated that they plan to
install DHPs in the future.
Eleven of the fifteen interviewed installers had installed at least one residential DHP themselves,
although no installations were made through the pilot project. One of the installers who had
never installed a residential DHP reported being uncomfortable with installing DHPs; all other
contacts indicated they were comfortable. As shown in Figure 6.1, the nonparticipating installers
had comparable pre-pilot experience installing DHPs, as did participating installers (interviewed
in Wave 1).
Figure 6.1: Installation of DHPs Prior to the Pilot – Participating vs. Nonparticipating Installers
Wave 1:
Participating Installers

Wave 2:
Nonparticipating Installers

11 to
50, 32%

1 to 10,
39%

1 to 10,
60%

11 to
50, 13%

51 to
100, 0%

51 to
100,
13%

Over
100,
14%

n = 28

None,
15%

Over
100, 0%
n = 15

None,
14%

Nonparticipating installers reported they were able to get DHPs from the various manufacturers
without difficulty. Mitsubishi was the most common company from which nonparticipating
installers had ordered DHPs (14 installers), followed by LG (7 installers) and Daikin (4
installers).
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BARRIERS TO INSTALLATION
Although the respondents had faith in the DHP technology, none had installed any qualifying
DHPs. Five respondents explained that the DHPs are expensive for their customers. In one case,
the installer had encountered several customers who wanted multiple head systems, making the
cost much greater than the intended one-to-one installation. The second most common reason for
not installing DHPs was a lack of customers who were both interested and qualified. Four
installers had found no qualified customers. Two installers had not been able to get any
customers interested in the DHP. One installer reported each of the following barriers: getting
underbid by other installers or alternative systems, choosing to install concealed units instead,
lack of training, and not being able to convince customers of DHP performance capability.

SATISFACTION
Nonparticipating installers had confidence in the DHP technology; 14 of 15 reported that the
DHP was reliable in their area. All of the installers indicated that DHPs can meet the heating
needs of customers and 14 of 15 indicated DHPs meet the cooling needs of their customers. Only
1 of 15 installers reported that DHPs are difficult to install correctly. Nearly all (13
nonparticipating installers) indicated that DHPs make economic sense to their customers and 11
of 15 considered DHPs to be suitable for their customers.

PROJECT ORIENTATION AND MANUFACTURER TRAINING
The most popular motivations for attending the NW Ductless orientation included: learning
about the project, to meet the project requirement of attending, and hopes of branching into more
efficiency work. The installers viewed the orientation as a step towards “a business opportunity”
and “incentives to help make sales.” Eight of the interviewed nonparticipating installers reported
that the NW Ductless orientation taught them at least one new thing about DHPs. Six
respondents indicated that they did not learn anything new (and one could not recall). Only one
of fifteen surveyed installers indicated that the orientation did not meet their expectations.
Respondents reported receiving manufacturer training in addition to the NW Ductless workshop.
Only three installers indicated that they would like more manufacturer training beyond what they
have. Mitsubishi was the most common source for manufacturer training (14 installers) followed
by LG (6 installers), Daikin (3 installers), Fujitsu (2 installers), and Sanyo (1 installers).

SUGGESTIONS FROM NONPARTICIPATING INSTALLERS
All nonparticipating installers indicated an interest in installing DHPs through the program.
Many of the comments suggested a limited understanding on the part of installers of the pilot’s
target market, pilot-appropriate applications for the DHP, and how to market the technology.
(See Appendix B for representative comments of this type.) The pilot project staff might want to
consider the following suggestion: “The program needs to showcase studies where they put one
into a house and show how it influences the bills. There needs to be proof so people can see it.”
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FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter summarizes the findings and presents the conclusions and recommendations we
draw from our second-year evaluation of the Northwest Ductless Heat Pump Pilot Project.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
Our findings relating to the pilot’s goals and objectives follow; we also include relevant findings
from MPER 1.

 Goal 1: To demonstrate the use of inverter-driven DHPs to displace electric
resistance space heat in existing Northwest homes.
Findings: During Wave 2 interviews, the majority (96%) of respondents reported
having used the DHP on the coldest days of the year and slightly over three-quarters
(77%) indicated that the DHP was able to keep their space at a comfortable
temperature despite the cold. Respondents described the heat from the DHP as “more
even,” “more consistent,” and “more efficient” than their previous heat.

 Goal 2: To support evaluation efforts to document project implementation and
determine the costs and potential energy savings of ductless heat pumps in this
application.
Findings: NEEA facilitated Research Into Action’s efforts to document for this
report project implementation processes among the pilot implementation contractor
and the participating utilities. Ecotope’s technical assessment, underway, includes an
evaluation of costs and potential energy savings.

 Goal 3: Market research elements of the evaluation will examine other non-energy
benefits and potential barriers to large-scale implementation of ductless heat
pumps.
Findings: During both Wave 1 and Wave 2 interviews, most participants reported
receiving non-energy benefits from their DHPs, including increased comfort, ease of
control, and air filtration. Wave 1 identified that potential barriers to large-scale
implementation of DHPs include concerns about their ability to provide adequate heat in
colder temperatures (a research question to be addressed by Ecotope’s technical analysis)
and the cost of DHPs; Wave 2 findings suggest the cost of DHPs installed with a single
interior head may be falling. However, Wave 2 interviews revealed a possible additional
barrier: comments made by nonparticipant installers suggest they may have a limited
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understanding of the pilot’s target market, pilot-appropriate applications for the DHP, and
how to market the technology.

 Goal 4: To define the future of the ductless heat pump market and build an
infrastructure to sustain and accelerate growth in the market.
NEEA identified eight objectives in support of this goal. Table 7.1 lists the objectives and
our related findings from Wave 1 and Wave 2 evaluation activities.
Table 7.1: Goal 4 Objectives and Related Findings
OBJECTIVES FOR
GOAL 4

WAVE 1 FINDINGS

WAVE 2 FINDINGS

1. Engage the
ductless heat
pump industry
(manufacturers,
distributors,
contractors);
create cooperative
relationships;
leverage resources
to support the
project.

As of December 31, 2009:
Number of installer orientations: 46 inperson and 27 web-based
Number of oriented installers: 906
Number of oriented installation firms:
602
Number of firms completing at least
one pilot installation: 320
Number of manufacturers/brands
installed in pilot: 5
Number of manufacturers increasing
marketing in response to the pilot: 5
Proportion of interviewed installers
planning to promote DHPs after pilot:
87%

NEEA, Fluid, and utilities in the region
continued in 2010 to support DHPs
through customer incentives, installation
tracking and quality assurance activities,
contractor training, and interactions with
manufacturers.
Manufacturer contacts frequently cited the
activities of the pilot project as a primary
driver of growth in the residential DHP
market and reported they view the
Northwest as an important market for
DHPs.
Manufacturer contacts implicitly
underestimate the market size for singlehead units, as they explicitly describe the
market for multi-zone systems as more
attractive.
Program staff reported that they aim to
establish retail sales of DHPs as a
“milestone” for 2011.

2. Accomplish up to
2,500 quality
installations of
inverter-driven
ductless heat
pumps in existing
Northwest homes
with electric
resistance heat.

As of December 31, 2009:
DHP pilot installations: 3,899
Number of utilities registered to
participate: 80
Number of utilities having at least one
installed DHP: 59

Utility DHP programs and qualifying DHP
installations continued in 2010. As of
November 15, 2010:
DHP installations meeting parameters
outlined by the pilot project: 7,116
Number of utilities offering DHP
programs: 86
Number of utilities having at least one
installed DHP: 76
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OBJECTIVES FOR
GOAL 4

WAVE 1 FINDINGS

WAVE 2 FINDINGS

3. Understand
customer
satisfaction and
develop
recommendations
for future program
implementation
strategies.

Participants reported high levels of
satisfaction with DHPS and with pilot
project implementation processes,
including: ease of understanding incentive
qualification requirements; ease of finding
an installer; ease of locating program
information; and the speed with which
they received their incentive checks.

Multiple utility contacts reported that
despite reduced DHP marketing efforts in
2010, consumer demand for DHPs
continued to grow. Most of the utility
contacts attributed the increased
consumer demand for DHPs to
substantial word-of-mouth advertising
resulting from the high level of consumer
satisfaction with DHPs.
Continued

4. Address potential
first-cost barriers
associated with
ductless heat
pumps.

The incentive appeared to overcome
participants’ first-cost hurdle.
Participants recalling the utility rebate who
“would not” or “might not” have purchased
their DHP without the incentive: 66%
Participants receiving lowest incentive
($400) who “would have” or “might have”
not purchased their DHP without the
incentive: 11%

Utility incentive programs appeared to
continue to overcome participants’ firstcost hurdle in 2010.
In 2010, DHP installations meeting
parameters outlined by the pilot project
continued at the same pace as they had
during the pilot implementation period.

5. Ensure HVAC
contractors are
trained in the
technical nuances
of installing
ductless heat
pumps correctly
and install them
accordingly.

The majority of both participant and
installer respondents reported that DHP
installations were quick, minimally
invasive, and did not require installer
follow-up. The majority of manufacturers
estimated that 90% to 100% of residential
DHPs installed in the Northwest are
installed properly and function optimally.
However, several interviewed utility staff,
installers, and participants reported issues
with the installation of DHP line sets.

Quality assurance efforts and continuing
contractor education as the project
progressed appears to have addressed
many of the problems identified with some
of the early DHP installations.
Program contacts reported that because
of the increase in high quality
installations, the project has been able to
reduce quality assurance inspections to a
sub-sample of completed installations
without reducing the proportion of high
quality installations.
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OBJECTIVES FOR
GOAL 4
6. Provide HVAC
contractors with
an understanding
of the basis of the
project, the
applications, and
what is in it for
them (new market
and increased
profits).

WAVE 1 FINDINGS

WAVE 2 FINDINGS

The majority of installer respondents
provided high ratings regarding the
project orientation sessions. However,
installers requested additional information
on general project requirements, utilityspecific project requirements, and the
displace, not replace theory. Some
installers suggested the webinar questionand-answer period was awkward because
“only one person could speak at a time”
and “Internet connection problems
resulted in unanswered questions and
issues that were left unaddressed.”
The majority of installers reported having
viewed pages from the project’s websites,
which they assessed as useful. However,
manufacturer contacts reported that the
pilot’s reliance on the Internet to
communicate program information
represented a barrier to increased
installer participation in the pilot project
and project staff reported some installers
did not want to access the Internet.

In 2010, project and implementation staff
continued to provide installer orientations
that described the basis of the project. To
further develop the installer infrastructure
and thereby sustain and accelerate
growth in the market, project staff
reported development of a Master
Installer Program to increase the degree
to which installers understand and
promote displacement of zonal electric
heat.

Continued
7. Ensure ductless
heat pump
products installed
through the project
are among the best
available and are
well supported by
the distribution
channel in the
Northwest.

Comments from installer respondents
indicate that the activities of the pilot
project have strengthened DHP supply
chains, resulting in increased availability
of DHPs. Nearly all of the installer
respondents reported that obtaining DHPs
is “easier” or “the same degree of
difficulty” as obtaining other types of
space-conditioning equipment.
According to one DHP manufacturer, “If
there is one thing the pilot has taught me,
it’s that the target market is so much
bigger than we had thought.”

Manufacturer contacts reported that they
increasingly view the Northwest as an
important market for DHPs. One of these
contacts reported that Oregon and
th
th
Washington ranked 8 and 9
respectively in 2010 national data in terms
of the total number of DHP units sold, as
compared with 2008 when they ranked
19th and 20th respectively.
Manufacturers also reported that the
availability of DHPs had increased in the
Northwest, including the most up-to-date
cold-temperature products, which
manufacturers had previously offered
almost exclusively in Scandinavia.

8. Pave the way for
future ductless
heat pump
programs by
testing program
designs and
marketing
messages.

About 70% of applicants had at least one
member of their home who was over the
age of 65, suggesting the pilot’s
marketing efforts were successful in
reaching an older demographic, but less
successful in reaching younger
participants. The second wave of this
evaluation will further explore marketing
messages and reaching a younger
demographic.

Project staff projected that retail sales of
DHPs will increase awareness among
demographic groups that are not currently
aware of DHPs.
Additionally, staff reported initiation of
radio and internet ads targeting younger
audiences in 2010.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
We make the following conclusions and recommendations.

 Conclusion 1: The project has been very successful creating consumer interest in
and demand for the previously unknown technology. Consumer satisfaction is very
high. Throughout all stages of the project, participants have embraced the DHP
technology. Participants reported high levels of satisfaction with the performance,
effectiveness, and operating costs of the DHP. Participants spoke enthusiastically about
the increased comfort that the DHP has brought to their homes. While most of the
participants had never heard of DHPs before the onset of the pilot, they have since
become strong advocates for DHP technology. Word-of-mouth has proven to be a
powerful method of disseminating information and promoting the DHP. The performance
of the technology speaks for itself and participants continue to recommend the
technology to others.
Recommendation 1: NEEA should further capitalize on the word-of-mouth
advertising success by developing and disseminating customer case studies to
installers and in media campaigns.

 Conclusion 2: NEEA is attaining its goals and objectives for the Northwest Ductless
Heat Pump Pilot Project. By directly interacting with the supply-side of the market, the
project appears to be strengthening DHP training, marketing, and distribution networks,
and increasing consumer awareness of DHPs. By offering incentives for qualifying DHP
installations, utilities overcame many participants’ first-cost hurdle for DHP installation.
Recommendation 2: NEEA should continue to support the region by working with
supply-side actors (manufacturers, distributors, and installers) to increase the
availability of DHPs and the quantity and quality of DHP installations. Assuming
favorable results from Ecotope’s technical evaluation of DHPs, NEEA should plan to
actively market the technical findings: to utilities both active and inactive in the pilot; to
manufacturers, manufacturer representatives and distributors; and to nonparticipating
installers and installers with low participation rates.

 Conclusion 3: Many supply-side actors evidence some lack of understanding of or
appreciation for the intended DHP target market and role of displacement theory.
Many installers and distributors report promoting multi-zone systems because they are
more profitable or sought to use DHPs to provide heating throughout the house. These
comments implicitly convey a belief that the single-zone market is smaller or less
attractive. Nonparticipating installers are interested in installing DHPs through the
program, but do not understand how to turn the project requirements into selling points.
In contrast, the most successful installers, interviewed in Wave 1, reported that the pilot
project opened up new markets to them. They perceived that the pilot gave them new
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customers who they could now target with the intention of displacing the heating source
in the customers’ primary zone of occupancy.
Recommendation 3: NEEA should develop marketing materials targeted to
distributors and installers that demonstrate the capabilities of DHPs through case
studies and facts, as well as developing marketing materials appropriate for
consumers. The documentation of results from actual installations was particularly
appealing to nonparticipating installers. Offer follow-up training for rural and low
activity installers, demonstrating the value of the displacement theory and how
displacement of zonal electric heat can open new consumer markets for them. In addition,
marketing to supply-side actors should convey the potential market size for single-zone
units, to counter perceptions that this market continues to be less attractive than other
DHP markets.

 Conclusion 4: Although the project has effectively engaged DHP manufacturers and
distributors, their objectives are not fully in line with those of the project.
Manufacturers and distributors are happy to have new and expanded markets for DHPs,
yet they are driven by the profit motive and have no particular interest in displacing
electrical load in the target market. The manufacturers and distributors are interested in
pushing higher end and multi-headed units, and entering markets not relevant to NEEA’s
goals.
Recommendation 4: NEEA and the region should consider making multi-headed
units ineligible for incentives or, at a minimum, ensure no incremental incentive for
such units. Program materials should clearly explain to utilities the basis of any such
policy, which is the cost-effectiveness of the DHP energy savings. NEEA should
frequently and clearly present its objectives to manufacturers, distributors, and installers.

 Conclusion 5: Rural nonparticipating installers indicated difficulty getting attention
from distributors who are more interested in working with installers the distributors
characterized as installing higher volumes of systems and the more profitable multi-zone
systems. Interview findings suggest a willing HVAC installation force exists that can be
mobilized to install DHPs.
Recommendation 5: NEEA should investigate ways to effectively motivate
distributors to actively promote single-head DHPs in smaller markets. NEEA and/or
the participating utilities should tailor an approach to market development activities in
rural areas, which likely have a larger proportion of qualifying residences than do other
locations. Installers might collaborate to obtain support from distributors, or utilities
might offer distributors a small incentive to compensate them for a more difficult market
environment.
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PILOT PARTICIPANTS – SURVEY
METHODOLOGY AND FINDINGS

A

DHP CONSUMER SURVEY, 2010 SURVEY EFFORT (WAVE TWO)
Interviewee Name:
Date:
Interviewer:
Hello, may I speak to _________[name from call list]_____? (attempt to reach same person as
last round)
Hi, my name is __________ calling from Research Into Action on behalf of [ utility ]. I am
calling about your ductless heat pump for which you received an incentive. As you may recall,
we spoke last year. This follow-up call will be shorter, and your responses will be kept
confidential. It should take about 15-20 minutes.
Is this a good time?
Introduction and Other Participation
Table 1.1: Cooling Zone
COOLING ZONE

COUNT OF RESPONDENTS

1

100

2

110

3

13

Total

223

First, some general background.
1.

What, if any, steps have you taken in the past year to reduce your energy use?
[DO NOT READ] (n=?)
NONE .......................................................................................................................133 (60%)
Added insulation ........................................................................................................ 13 (6%)
Installed/replaced windows or doors ........................................................................... 27 (12%)
Installed programmable thermostats .............................................................................1 (<1%)
Replaced an appliance(s) with energy efficient appliance(s) .......................................... 23 (10%)
Installed CFLs or energy efficient lights ....................................................................... 20 (9%)
Installed new water heater ........................................................................................... 4 (2%)
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Installing additional DHP or heat pump ......................................................................... 3
Caulked windows and doors, weather stripping .............................................................. 2
Installed low-flow shower heads, aerators ..................................................................... 2
Behavior changes ....................................................................................................... 10
Installed ceiling fans .................................................................................................... 0
Installed solar panels ................................................................................................... 0
Other (please specify) ................................................................................................ 20

(2%)
(1%)
(1%)
(5%)
(0%)
(0%)
(9%)

2.

If you selected other, please specify

3.

Have you received an incentive for any other energy efficient product in the past year?
(n=223)
Yes ........................................................................................................................... 45 (20%)
No ...........................................................................................................................175 (79%)
Don’t Know .................................................................................................................. 3 (1%)

4.

Since you bought the DHP, have you bought any other heating or cooling equipment?
(n=221)
Yes ........................................................................................................................... 11 (5%)
No ...........................................................................................................................210 (95%)

5.

[If yes] What did you purchase? [open ended responses]
(n=10)
Another heat pump ..................................................................................................... 3
Central air or portable AC ............................................................................................ 2
Attic or whole house fan .............................................................................................. 1
Baseboard heater ........................................................................................................ 1
Wood stove insert ....................................................................................................... 1
Pellet stove ................................................................................................................. 1
Radiant heater ............................................................................................................ 1

6.

[If yes] Why did you purchase this?
(n=9)
“Building air gets stale, doesn’t have a lot of air flow. We need air filtration more than
anything”
“DHP doesn’t cover all the space”
“For cooling upstairs”
“Our other heating broke”
“Want a full house system”
“The layout of the house needs 2 heat pumps, L shaped house”
“The space we need to heat is off the main house”
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“We had a fireplace and we used to burn wood during the winter but it’s harder to get the
wood now so we decided to go to the pellet stove because we like that kind of heat”
“We had old baseboard heaters and we thought something new would be more efficient,
we wanted something smaller.”

7.

[If no] Do you have plans to purchase any heating or cooling equipment?
(n=221)
Yes ............................................................................................................................. 9 (20%)
No ...........................................................................................................................210 (79%)
Don’t Know .................................................................................................................. 2 (1%)

DHP Experience
Now I’d like to ask about how you have used the DHP since you installed it.
8.

Since it was installed, have you used the DHP for:
(N=223)
Heating ....................................................................................................................220 (99%)
Cooling .....................................................................................................................208 (93%)

9.

[If 9 includes heating] Did you use the DHP on the coldest days of the year?
(N=222)
Yes ..........................................................................................................................213 (96%)
No .............................................................................................................................. 7 (3%)
Don’t Know .................................................................................................................. 2 (1%)

10.

[If 10 is yes] Did you find the DHP was able to keep the space a comfortable
temperature?
(N=214)
Yes ..........................................................................................................................164
No ............................................................................................................................ 42
Don’t Know .................................................................................................................. 2
Other .......................................................................................................................... 6

(77%)
(20%)
(1%)
(3%)

Respondents who answered “other” had extenuating circumstances, such as malfunctioning
backup heat, which made them unable to answer the question clearly.

11.

[If 10 is no] Why didn’t you use the DHP on the coldest days?
“I was told you can't run that when it gets below a certain temperature.”
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“We use our electric baseboards then because it's not efficient on very colds days and
occasionally a wood insert. Contractor just told us it's not efficient to use the DHP on very
cold days so we just turn it off and go back to our baseboards.”
“I had to turn it off and go onto secondary heat. Don't hold me to it, but once it gets down
to around 20, I don't think we can get any heat out of it.”
“When it gets down to 10 or 20 degrees it just doesn't cut it so we turn on our wall heaters.
The DHP does not maintain the temperature as well, but with the boost from the wall
heathers we do ok”
“We use a wood stove insert that we use instead”
“It wasn’t installed yet”
“House is rental but wasn't rented till spring 2010.”
“We are not there during the heating season- it's a cabin we stay at in the summer with
west facing windows- so it actually just gets really hot. This is used for cooling”

12.

[If 9 includes cooling] Did you use the DHP on the hottest summer days?
(n=223)
Yes ..........................................................................................................................208 (99%)
No ............................................................................................................................ 13 (0%)
Don’t Know .................................................................................................................. 2 (1%)

13.

[If 13 is yes] Did you find the DHP was able to keep the space a comfortable
temperature?
(n=210)
Yes ..........................................................................................................................202 (96%)
No .............................................................................................................................. 6 (3%)
Don’t Know .................................................................................................................. 2 (1%)

14.

[If 13 is no] Why didn’t you use the DHP on the hottest days?
(n=13)
Do not ever need cooling............................................................................................ 12 (92%)
To save energy ............................................................................................................ 1 (8%)

15.

Is the DHP your primary heating equipment?
(n=223)
Yes ..........................................................................................................................207 (93%)
No ............................................................................................................................ 13 (6%)
Don’t Know .................................................................................................................. 3 (1%)

16.

[If not primary] What is primary?
(n=13)
Wood (including wood stove insert and pellets ............................................................... 6 (46%)
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Baseboards .................................................................................................................. 2 (14%)
Ceiling Heat .................................................................................................................. 1 (8%)
Electric Furnace ............................................................................................................ 1 (8%)
Wall Heater .................................................................................................................. 1 (8%)
Ducted Heat Pump ........................................................................................................ 1 (8%)
Gas Fireplace ................................................................................................................ 1 (8%)

17.

When you purchased the DHP, were you intending to use it as your primary heating
equipment?
(n=223?)
Yes ..........................................................................................................................207 (93%)
No ............................................................................................................................ 13 (6%)
Don’t Know .................................................................................................................. 3 (1%)

18.

[If primary and have used DHP for heating] Have you ever supplemented your DHP heat
with heat from other equipment?
(n= 223)
Yes ..........................................................................................................................162 (73%)
No ............................................................................................................................ 60 (27%)
Don’t Know ..................................................................................................................1 (<1%)

19.

[If 19 is yes] What type of equipment? [multiple responses allowed]
(n=162)
Wall Heater ............................................................................................................... 50
Wood (including wood stove insert and pellets ............................................................. 34
Baseboards ................................................................................................................ 28
Ceiling Heat ............................................................................................................... 23
Space heaters/portable heaters .................................................................................. 11
Electric Furnace ......................................................................................................... 11
Gas Fireplace ............................................................................................................... 6
Other ........................................................................................................................ 11

20.

(31%)
(21%)
(17%)
(14%)
(7%)
(7%)
(4%)
(7%)

[If 19 is yes] Do you use this supplemental heating equipment in the same room as the
DHP or in other rooms in the house?
(n=166)
Yes ........................................................................................................................... 65 (39%)
No ............................................................................................................................ 85 (51%)
Other ........................................................................................................................ 16 (10%)

Other:
Duct systems and therefore is in the same room and other rooms (3)
Multiple back-ups, some in the same room and some elsewhere (3)
Other comments unrelated elaboration (10)
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[If 19 is yes] How often did you use the supplemental heating equipment?
(N=165)
Almost Never ............................................................................................................. 49
Rarely ....................................................................................................................... 50
Sometimes ................................................................................................................ 27
Often ........................................................................................................................ 15
Always ........................................................................................................................ 5
Don’t Know .................................................................................................................. 1
Other: ...................................................................................................................... 18

(30%)
(30%)
(16%)
(9%)
(3%)
(1%)
(11%)

Others included respondents who were only in the home where the DHP is part of the year, ran
their backup heat randomly for ambience, or only when doing certain activities such as
showering.

22.

[If 19 is yes] Is this less, more, or the same amount as you used before you got the DHP?
(n=157)
Less .........................................................................................................................140 (89%)
Same ........................................................................................................................ 17 (11%)
More ........................................................................................................................... 0 (0%)

23.

[If 20 includes wood/ pellets] How much wood/ pellets have you used for this other heat
source in the past year?

24.

[If 20 includes wood/ pellets] Is this less, more, or the same amount of wood/ pellets as
you used before you got the DHP?

25.

Is the DHP your primary cooling equipment?
(N=223)
Yes .........................................................................................................................214 (96%)
No ............................................................................................................................. 4 (2%)
Other ......................................................................................................................... 5 (2%)

26.

[If not primary] What is primary?
6 respondents who did not use any cooling by choice
1 attic fan
1 ducted heat pump
1 window air conditioner
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[If not primary] When you purchased the DHP, were you intending to use it as your
primary cooling equipment?
(N=223?)
Yes ..........................................................................................................................200
No .............................................................................................................................. 8
Don’t know .................................................................................................................. 3
Other ........................................................................................................................ 12

28.

(90%)
(2%)
(2%)
(6%)

Have you ever supplemented your DHP cooling with cooling from other equipment?
(N=218)
Yes ........................................................................................................................... 20 (9%)
No ...........................................................................................................................197 (90%)
Don’t know .................................................................................................................. 1 (1%)

29.

[If 29 is yes] How often did you use the supplemental cooling equipment?
(N=20)
Almost Never .............................................................................................................. 4
Rarely ........................................................................................................................ 7
Sometimes ................................................................................................................. 4
Often ......................................................................................................................... 5

30.

[If 29 is yes] Is this less, more, or the same amount as you used before you got the DHP?
(N=20)
Less .......................................................................................................................... 14
Same ......................................................................................................................... 5
More ........................................................................................................................... 0
Other .......................................................................................................................... 1

31.

(20%)
(35%)
(20%)
(25%)

(70%)
(25%)
(0%)
(5%)

[If 29 is yes] Do you use this supplemental cooling equipment in the same room as the
DHP or in other rooms in the house?
(N=20)
Yes ............................................................................................................................. 1 (5%)
No ............................................................................................................................ 19 (95%)

32.

What percentage of your home does the DHP heat and cool?
(N=223)
0 to 25 ........................................................................................................................ 5
26% to 50 ................................................................................................................. 41
51% to 75 ................................................................................................................. 44
76% to 100 ..............................................................................................................125
Don’t know ................................................................................................................. 8
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Does the DHP heat or cool the amount of space you anticipated it would?
(N=223)
Yes ..........................................................................................................................176
No ............................................................................................................................ 40
Don’t Know .................................................................................................................. 3
Other ......................................................................................................................... 4

(79%)
(18%)
(1%)
(2%)

Others: Meetings heating expectations but exceeds cooling expectations, thought it would get
into the corners more than it does, the unit in the living room could have been a little bigger but
the one in the rec room cools off in a matter of minutes, I thought it might do less on cold days
but I’m confident in it now.

34.

[If 34=no] Does it heat or cool more or less space than you expected? Please elaborate
(n=40)
More ........................................................................................................................... 7 (18%)
Less ......................................................................................................................... 33 (83%)

35.

What temperature do you typically keep the DHP set at?
Heating: (n=219)
Less than 60 degrees ...................................................................................................1 (<1%)
60 to 68 degrees ........................................................................................................ 56 (26%)
Over 68 degrees ......................................................................................................162 (74%)

Average: 70
Cooling: (N=68)
60-65 .......................................................................................................................... 0
66-70 ....................................................................................................................... 10
71-75 ....................................................................................................................... 32
Over 75 .................................................................................................................... 26

(0%)
(15%)
(47%)
(38%)

Average: 74

36.

Have you changed the way you set it since you got it?
(n=222)
Yes ........................................................................................................................ 65 (29%)
No ....................................................................................................................... 153 (69%)
Don’t Know .................................................................................................................. 4 (2%)
Those who had changed the way they use the DHP had made adjustments to air flow,
experimented with various temperatures, and explored the automatic and manual modes.
Changes were primarily made to suit the individuals comfort needs.
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Since installing the DHP, is your home more comfortable, less comfortable, or about the
same as before?
(n=221)
More ..................................................................................................................... 202
Same ....................................................................................................................... 13
Less ............................................................................................................................ 2
Don’t Know .................................................................................................................. 4

38.

Why do you say that? [multiple responses allowed]
(n=211)
More even heat/cooling .............................................................................................. 77
Improved heat ........................................................................................................... 63
Improved cooling ....................................................................................................... 57
Increased overall comfort ........................................................................................... 50
Improved circulation .................................................................................................. 31
Increased efficiency/saving energy.............................................................................. 32
Easy to use .................................................................................................................. 9

39.

(33%)
(30%)
(1%)
(30%)
(6%)

Why do you say that? [Multiple responses allowed]
(n=82)
Filter makes a difference ............................................................................................ 20
Reduced dust............................................................................................................. 19
Reduced allergies/improved health .............................................................................. 17
Reduced smells ............................................................................................................ 7
Replaced wood ............................................................................................................ 3
Unspecified/Other ...................................................................................................... 16

41.

(36%)
(30%)
(27%)
(24%)
(15%)
(15%)
(4%)

Since installing the DHP, is your home air quality better, the same, or worse than before?
(N=223)
Better ........................................................................................................................ 73
Same ........................................................................................................................ 66
Worse ......................................................................................................................... 2
No change ................................................................................................................. 65
Don’t Know ................................................................................................................ 17

40.

(91%)
(6%)
(1%)
(2%)

(24%)
(23%)
(21%)
(8%)
(4%)
(20%)

Do you use the DHP manually so that it runs only when you need it, or is it set on a
program?
(n=222)
Manual .....................................................................................................................149
Programmed ............................................................................................................. 44
Mostly Programmed ..................................................................................................... 5
Varies ....................................................................................................................... 15
Don’t know .................................................................................................................. 9
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Do you turn the DHP down or off at night?
(n=223)
Yes ..........................................................................................................................105
Sometimes ................................................................................................................ 62
No ............................................................................................................................ 46
Don’t know/NA .......................................................................................................... 10

43.

(47%)
(28%)
(21%)
(4%)

Do you turn it off for any other reason?
(n=136)
Yes ..........................................................................................................................106 (78%)
No ............................................................................................................................ 30 (22%)

44.

Does your usage of the DHP vary by season?
(n=222)
Yes ..........................................................................................................................188 (85%)
No ............................................................................................................................ 32 (14%)
Don’t know .................................................................................................................. 2 (1%)

45.

[If yes] How so?

46.

Have you had any service visits or other interactions with the contractors since they
installed the DHP?
(n=221)
Yes ..........................................................................................................................100 (45%)
No ...........................................................................................................................118 (53%)
Don’t know .................................................................................................................. 3 (1%)

47.

Did the contractor give you any instructions on how to use the DHP? [Probe] Any
specific instructions on how to use it in various temperatures?
(N=218)
Yes ..........................................................................................................................196
No .............................................................................................................................. 4
Don’t know .................................................................................................................. 5
Other ........................................................................................................................ 13

48.

(90%)
(2%)
(2%)
(6%)

Have you cleaned the filter in your DHP?
(n=223)
Yes, they cleaned it personally ...................................................................................176 (79%)
Yes, contractor cleaned it ............................................................................................. 7 (3%)
No ............................................................................................................................ 32 (14%)
Don’t know .................................................................................................................. 6 (3%)
Other ........................................................................................................................... 2 (1%)
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50.

Did your contractor explain how to clean the filter?
(N=218)
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Yes ..........................................................................................................................194 (89%)
No ............................................................................................................................. 16 (7%)
Don’t know ................................................................................................................... 8 (4%)

51.

[If 49 no] What are some of the reasons why you haven’t cleaned the filter?

52.

Have you experienced any filter related issues?
((N=222)
Yes .............................................................................................................................. 5 (2%)
No ...........................................................................................................................214 (97%)
Don’t know .................................................................................................................. 3 (1%)

Expectations and Satisfaction
Now I’d like to ask you about your satisfaction with the DHP.
53.

60.

to 59. Please rate your satisfaction with the following aspects on a 5-point scale, where
1 means “very dissatisfied” and 5 means “very satisfied”:
1

2

3

4

5

54. Sound level of indoor unit

1 (<1%)

2 (1%)

2 (1%)

48 (22%) 168 (76%)

1 (<1%)

55. Your electricity bill using the
DHP, compared with before

1 (1%)

3 (2%)

14 (6%)

57 (26%) 126 (56%)

21 (9%)

56. The comfort of the new heat

1 (<1%)

1 (<1%)

7 (4%)

50 (23%) 161 (73%)

2 (1%)

57. The comfort of the new
cooling

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

4 (2%)

28 (13%) 175 (79%)

14 (6%)

58. The indoor air quality in your
home since installing the DHP

0 (0%)

1 (<1%)

15 (7%)

32 (14%)

91 (41%)

59. The maintenance the DHP
requires

1 (0%)

2 (1%)

4 (2%)

27 (12%) 182 (82%)

83 (37%)

DK/REF

6 (3%)

Have there been any unexpected benefits to owning a DHP?
Cleaner air, cooling, AC, covers more space than expected, saves more electricity than expected,
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Have you, or would you, recommend the DHP to a friend or colleague?
(N=221)
Already have ............................................................................................................117
Yes ..........................................................................................................................100
No .............................................................................................................................. 2
Don’t Know .................................................................................................................. 2

62.

Can you elaborate on why?

63.

Overall, is there anything you do not like about your DHP?
(N=221)

(53%)
(45%)
(1%)
(1%)

Nothing ....................................................................................................................138 (62%)
Appearance ............................................................................................................... 37 (17%)
Controls ...................................................................................................................... 9 (4%)
Coverage or air circulation ............................................................................................ 9 (4%)
Size or location ............................................................................................................ 8 (4%)
Maintenance ................................................................................................................ 5 (2%)
Noise level ................................................................................................................... 3 (1%)
Other ......................................................................................................................... 12 (5%)

64.

Thinking back over your whole experience with the DHP and the pilot program- is there
anything you would change?

65.

Do you think your contractor or utility could have better informed you about the DHP?
[If yes] In what way?

Almost done. Now I have just a few more general household questions.
First, I’d like to ask a few things about your water heater.
66.

Is your water heater gas or electric?
(n=215??)
Electric .....................................................................................................................209 (97%)
Gas ............................................................................................................................. 2 (1%)
Solar ........................................................................................................................... 2 (1%)
Heat pump ..................................................................................................................1 (<1%)
Don’t know ..................................................................................................................1 (<1%)
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How old is your water heater?
(n=215??)
0-5 years ................................................................................................................... 82
6-10 years ................................................................................................................. 55
11-15 years ............................................................................................................... 18
16-20 years ............................................................................................................... 26
20 years or more ....................................................................................................... 12
Don’t know ................................................................................................................ 22

(38%)
(26%)
(8%)
(12%)
(6%)
(10%)

Nine respondents were unable to specify but knew their water heat was at least 10 years old.

68.

Did it come with your house or did you buy it since you got the house?
(n=217)
Purchased ................................................................................................................148 (68%)
Came with house ....................................................................................................... 67 (31%)
Don’t know .................................................................................................................. 2 (1%)

69.

[If bought] When? Where did you get it?
(n=148)
Local contractor or installer ........................................................................................ 74
Big box store (Home Depot, Lowe’s, Ace) ................................................................... 31
Sears ........................................................................................................................ 26
Utility .......................................................................................................................... 6
Don’t Know ................................................................................................................ 11

70.

(50%)
(21%)
(18%)
(4%)
(7%)

Is your water heater located somewhere in your home that is heated- such as off your
kitchen- or is it in space that is not heated, like a garage?
(n=205)
Heated .....................................................................................................................100 (49%)
Unheated .................................................................................................................101 (49%)
Don’t know .................................................................................................................. 4 (2%)

To wrap up, have there been any major changes in your household in the past year- such as
people moving in or out? Anything like that?
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B

NONPARTICIPATING INSTALLERS

The research team interviewed 15 installers who had attended an orientation to the Northwest
Ductless Heat Pump Project, but never installed any DHPs through the project. We allocated the
15 sample points across states in rough approximation to the proportion of total pilot DHP
installations by state. Table B.1 displays the percent of DHP pilot installations in each state and
the count of interviewed nonparticipant installers by state.
Table B.1: Installs and Interviews by State
STATE

PERCENT OF INSTALLS

COUNT OF INTERVIEWED
NON-PARTICIPATING
INSTALLERS

Washington

51%

6

Oregon

38%

5

Idaho

6%

3

Montana

5%

1

All 15 interviewed nonparticipating installers reported that their companies provided sales,
installation, services, maintenance, and repair of HVAC equipment. The average firm size was
three people. The largest company interviewed had eleven employees, the smallest had one. Four
of the companies had not installed any residential DHPs prior to attending the NW Ductless
orientation. Table B.2 shows the number of DHPs each nonparticipant company had installed
prior to attending the orientation.
Table B.2: Number of Installs
NUMBER OF INSTALLS

RESIDENTIAL

COMMERCIAL

None

4

8

One to Five

6

4

Six to Ten

1

2

More than Ten

3

0

Over 100

1

1

NONPARTICIPANT SUGGESTIONS
All of the non-participating installers indicated an interest in installing DHPs through the
program. The following are suggestions from non-participating installers for how the program
could make it easier for them to participate:
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 “The program needs to educate homeowners. Convince customers about how efficient
DHPs are and that they actually work. The program needs to showcase studies where
they put one into a house and show how it influences the bills. There needs to be proof so
people can see it and follow through with it.”

 “Establish reasonable expectations for customers; some want to rip out their whole
house systems and it just becomes expensive”

 “Somehow we need to give customers reasonable expectations. They expect it to blow
down hallways and stuff”
Comments on marketing resources:

 “The program should offer sales literature, color brochures, anything you can hand to
the customer explain the program”

 “Marketing is something that the contractors could use help with because it’s an expense
– it takes time and money. The utility companies are not as contractor friendly as I would
like. They cater to the bigger companies.”

NONPARTICIPATING INSTALLERS SURVEY - WAVE TWO
Interviewee Name:
Date:
Interviewer:
Hi my name is __________ calling from Research Into Action on behalf of the NW Ductless
Heat Pump Project. May I please speak to ___________________?
The Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA) is conducting an evaluation of the NW
Ductless Heat Pump Pilot Project and I have you on the list of contractors who attended an
orientation but didn’t install any ductless heat pumps through the project. Is this correct?
[Terminate if no]
I’m hoping to ask you about ten minutes of questions about your experiences with the
orientation and your opinions about the ductless heat pumps. Is this a good time?
Installer Background
1. First, I would like to get a general idea of the types of work that you do:
Do you do:
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Sales
Installation
Repair
Maintenance
Other: _______________

2. How many people are employed by your firm? ________

Prior Experience
Next, I’d like to ask about your experiences with ductless heat pumps.
3. Prior to attending a Northwest Ductless Heat Pump Project orientation last year, had you or
anyone in your firm installed ductless heat pumps in either residences or commercial
applications?
 Number of home DHPs installed:
 Number of commercial:
a. [IF YES] Had you personally installed a DHP, or someone else in your firm, or both you
and others?
i.
Did you learn anything new at the project orientation about DHPs?
b.

[IF NO] Had you heard of ductless heat pumps or mini-split heat pump systems before
you attended a Northwest Ductless Heat Pump Pilot Project orientation last year?
i.
[IF YES] What are some of the reasons you had not installed any DHPs?
Did anything you learned at the orientation change the way you think
about DHPs? [applications for them, displacement]
ii.
[IF NO] From what you learned at the orientation, did you think there is a
market for DHPs in your area?

4. Since attending the orientation, have you recommend DHPs to any customers?
a. [IF YES] Did they take that recommendation and install one?
5. Do you ever have any calls from residential customers who are interested in heating or
cooling spaces where ducts cannot be installed at a reasonable price?
a. [IF YES] What products do you typically recommend to them?
iii.

Why do you recommend that equipment?

6. Can you get DHPs from your suppliers?
a. [IF YES] What brands?
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Daikin
Fujitsu
LG
Mitsubishi
Sanyo
Other_________________________
7. Have you or anyone else at your company received any manufacturer training on ductless heat
pumps?
a. [IF YES] What brands?
Daikin
Fujitsu
LG
Mitsubishi
Sanyo
Other_________________________
b. [IF NO] Do you have any plans to receive such training in the next year?
8. Do you feel comfortable installing a DHP (from a technical standpoint)? (if no, probe for reasons)
9. What types of homes do you think are candidates for DHPs?
a. Are there any other types of customers that might be good candidates for DHPs?
[PROBE: New and existing manufactured housing, residential new construction, home
remodels and conversions, and small commercial property owners)?]
10. To what extent do you agree with the following statements. Please use a four-point scale where
1 means “strongly disagree,” and 4 means “strongly agree.” You can also indicate “don’t know”
or “no opinion.”
a. DHPs do not have proven reliability for my region
b. DHPs cannot meet the heating needs of my customers
c. DHPs cannot meet the cooling needs of my customers
d. DHPs are difficult to install correctly
e. DHPs seldom make good economic sense for most customers
f. DHPs aren’t suitable for my customers
11. [Probe any agreement (“3” or “4”) with the negative attributes Q12 by saying: You indicated you
agreed with xxx. What are your reasons for that rating?
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[lack reliability]________
[difficult to install] ________
[unsuitable] ___________
[heating]________
[cooling] ________
[economic] ___________

Installer Orientation
12. Why did you attend the Project orientation?
a. What were you expecting to learn?
b. Did the orientation meet your expectations?
13. When you left the Project orientation, did you plan to install DHPs through the program?
a. [IF YES] Why do you suppose you did not install any DHPs through the program?)

Installer Support
14. Have you looked for any information about the NW Ductless Heat Pump Project in addition to
attending the orientation?
a. [IF YES] What information?
15. Have you contacted NW Ductless Project staff?
b. [IF YES] How responsive was the Project staff on a four-point scale with 1 meaning “not
at all responsive and 4 meaning “extremely responsive?”
1
2
3
4
16. Have you visited the NW Ductless Heat Pump Project website? [NOTE: THE ADDRESS IS
NWDUCTLESS.COM]
a. Yes
b. No
c. Not sure
d. Other: ________________
17. [If not answered] Do you plan to install any DHPs in the future? [Probe: Why? Why not?]
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18. Is there any additional training that would make you more likely to install DHPs?
19. Are there any resources or support that might help you to increase the number of ductless heat
pumps that you install? [Probe] Specifically, are there any resources that the Project could
provide?
20. Do you have any comments- positive or negative- about the Northwest Ductless Heat Pump
Project or ductless heat pump technology that you would like the Project sponsors to hear?

Thank you for your time.
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WAVE TWO INTERVIEW GUIDES

MANUFACTURER/DISTRIBUTOR INTERVIEW GUIDE - WAVE TWO
Interviewee Name:
Date:
Interviewer:

NW Ductless Heat Pump Project Impressions
1. We spoke to you last year about the Northwest Ductless Heat Pump Project. Have you had any
involvement with the Project in 2010?
a. [IF YES] How has your involvement changed in the past year, if at all?
b. How has the Project changed or market reaction to the Project changed? [PROBE FOR
POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE RESPONSES, INCLUDING RESERVATIONS ABOUT
PARTICIPATION PROCESS, INCENTIVE LEVELS, INSTALLER RESPONSE, CONSUMER
RESPONSE, OTHER]
c. How has the Project changed the way you view the DHP market in the NW? How about
the overall US market?
2. What do you see as being the major successes or achievements of the Project to date? [PROBE:
Evidence of market progress, enhanced understanding of market barriers and opportunities.]
a. What do you think contributed to these successes?

Interaction
3. Have you had any recent interactions with Project staff related to the Project?
4. [IF MANUFACTURER] Have you made any changes to your post-pilot DHP installation training
activities for contractors? [INTERVIEWER LISTEN FOR: IS TRAINING CONDUCTED FACE TO FACE?
DO THEY HAVE A NW TRAINING FACILITY? DO THEY CONDUCT TRAININGS VIA THE WEB? DO
THEY FIND IN-PERSON TRAINING TO BE MORE EFFECTIVE THAN WEB-BASED? WHO IS QUALIFIED
TO DELIVER TRAININGS? HAVE THEY EXPERIENCED AN INCREASED INTEREST IN TRAININGS
AMONG INSTALLERS? HAS INSTALLER INTEREST IN TRAININGS CHANGED FROM 2009 TO 2010?]
[PROBE: What is necessary to improve the effectiveness of DHP installation training?]
a. [IF MANUFACTURER] Have you made any changes to your post-pilot sales training,
technical support, and/or service support? [PROBE: What is necessary to improve sales
training, technical support, and/or service support?]
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5. Have you had any post-pilot issues during 2010? [PROBES: With the rebate mechanism? With
NEEA/Fluid management? With the activities of installers? With DHP equipment? Anything
else?]
6. Have you had any recent interactions with utilities related to their DHP efforts?
a. What benefits do the utilities provide through their DHP programs, aside from their
provision of incentives?
b. Have there been any instances in which the messaging or marketing efforts of the
utilities have conflicted with the marketing or messaging efforts of your company?
c. In your opinion, what are the components of an “ideal” utility DHP program?
i. [PROBE: Would you prefer to reduce your interactions with installers or to
defer installer interactions concerning the pilot to the utilities, Fluid,
and/or NEEA? Anything else?]

DHP Sales
7. How many DHP models do you have that qualify for NW Ductless Heat Pump Project incentives?
8. What are your most popular DHP models [GET MODEL NAMES]?
9. Has the market share of any of the DHP brands changed in the past year? How so? [PROBE TO
GET NUMERICAL ESTIMATES]
a. What were your projections for the market before the DHP pilot? How about now?
b. How active were your DHP sales and marketing efforts before the pilot? How has this
changed, if at all?
10. Are DHPs cutting into the market share of other HVAC products? If so, which products? [PROBE:
Cadet Heaters, ducted systems, others?]
11. What impact has the Project had on sales of residential DHPs?
a. Since its inception, has the Project impacted the number of DHP units that you…
I.
[MANUFACTURERS ONLY] Manufacture/distribute? [PROBE TO GET
NUMERICAL ESTIMATES]
ii.
[MANUFACTURER REPS ONLY] Distribute? [PROBE TO GET NUMERICAL
ESTIMATES]
iii.
[DISTRIBUTORS ONLY] The variety of DHP brands/models you carry?
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iv.

[DISTRIBUTORS ONLY] How many DHP units you keep in stock? [PROBE
TO GET NUMERICAL ESTIMATES]
b. [ALL] Have you had any difficulty meeting demand?
12. Has the impact of the Project on residential DHP sales increased, decreased, or stayed the same,
since January 1, 2010?
c. [IF INCREASED OR DECREASED] Why is that?
13. [MANUFACTURERS AND MANUFACTURER REPS ONLY]: What is [COMPANY NAME] thinking
about working with retailers to sell DHPs?

DHP Marketing
14. How do you currently market residential DHPs [PROBE: internet, TV, radio, newspaper,
magazines?]
a. Now that the pilot is over, have you altered your marketing? [IF YES] In what ways?
[PROBE FOR TYPES AND AMOUNT]
b. In your opinion, do the utilities or NEEA have opportunities unavailable to
manufacturers and distributors to promote DHPs?
i.
[IF YES] What opportunities?
c. [MANUFACTURER AND MANUFACTURER REPS ONLY] What types of marketing support
do you provide to dealers/distributors for marketing residential DHPs?
d. Do you also rely on contractors to market residential DHPs?
i.
[IF YES] How do you assist contractors in their marketing of residential
DHPs? [PROBE: Buy downs/rebates, printed marketing materials, etc.]

Pricing
15. What role did the existing incentive play with regards to the price you charge for DHPs? [PROBE:
If there was no incentive, how would the price have changed? If there is a wide range of DHP
prices, why?]
16. Do you see any evidence that incentives result in higher prices charged to consumers for DHPs?
17. How have the tax credits influenced your business? [Probe: is this any different now that 2 ton
units are included? Have the tax credits had any impact on which models are being sold?]
18. What do you think is the right incentive amount for DHPs? Why?
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Technology
19. [MANUFACTURERS] Since the beginning of 2009, what activities has [COMPANY NAME] engaged
in to improve DHP performance? [PROBE: Cold weather performance, etc.?]
a. What entities do you work with to identify performance issues and to improve DHP
performance? [[PROBE: NEEA, Fluid, AHAM, DHP installers, manufacturer
representatives, distributors?]
b. Our consumer interviews have identified problems with consumers obtaining
replacement remotes and replacement DHP components. Do you offer replacement of
all DHP components? What process must the customer follow to get replacement parts?

Future Projections
20. What are your expectations for the future regarding sales volume and/or market share?
a. Do you anticipate that your company will be able to keep up with market-demand for
DHPs?
21. Do DHPs constitute a viable market for you? Do you think the market interest will grow or fade
over time?
22. What is your business model with respect to DHPs in the Northwest? Do you see them as an
important product line?
23. [DISTRIBUTORS ONLY] Do you currently stock heat pump water heaters? What is your opinion of
the market- viability for heat pump water heaters?

Moving Forward
I would like to ask a little about the current state and future of the DHP market.
24. For each of the following market segments I would like to know about the existing market and
the market potential.
o New construction
a) Current level:
b) Market barriers and opportunities:
o Manufactured Housing (new/old)
a) Current level:
b) Market barriers and opportunities:
o Remodels/conversions
a) Current level:
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b) Market barriers and opportunities:
o Small commercial
a) Current level:
b) Market barriers and opportunities:
25. How is your company positioning itself moving forward in the DHP market? [Probe: Do they see
DHP as a growing opportunity? Do they plan to expand?]

26. So would you say your involvement in the DHP market going forward – is strong/moving forward
or cautious?
27. What conditions are necessary or market barriers need to be addressed, to increase market
adoption of DHPs in the Pacific Northwest?
a. [IF NOT ADDRESSED] What is your role in this regard? [IF NOT ADDRESSED] What
activities should NEEA engage in?
b. [IF NOT ADDRESSED] What role(s) should Fluid play in this regard? What activities
should Fluid engage in?
c. [IF NOT ADDRESSED] What role(s) should utilities play in this regard? What activities
should utilities engage in?
d. [IF NOT ADDRESSED] What role(s) should DHP installers play in this regard? What
activities should installers engage in?
28. Are you aware of any market opportunities that the pilot has not addressed? [Missed
opportunities].

General
29. What have you learned from the Project? [PROBE: Project staff, utility involvement,
manufacturers, distributors, manufacturer representatives, installers, residential customers]
a. What aspects of the Project have been most beneficial for your company? Any issues?
30. Do you have any other thoughts or comments about the NW Ductless Heat Pump Project?
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UTILITY INTERVIEW GUIDE - WAVE TWO
Interviewee Name:
Date:
Interviewer:

NW Ductless Heat Pump Project Impressions
1. How has your role as manager of your utility’s DHP program changed since we last spoke in the
fall of 2009? [PROBE FOR DETAIL]
2. Have any changes been made to your utility’s DHP program since we last spoke?
a. [PROBES: Changes to incentive amount? Changes to customer application process? Preapproval process changes? Changes to customer eligibility requirements? Changes to
customer application? Changes to or new marketing initiatives?]
3. What do you see as being the major successes or achievements to date in promoting DHPs to
the region?
a. What factors do you think contributed to these successes?
4. What are the main challenges you are facing in 2010?
a. How have you addressed these challenges?
i.
Have any new challenges developed since we last spoke? How have you
addressed these challenges?

Interaction
5. Have you had any interactions in 2010 with NEEA and/or Fluid staff related to your utility’s DHP
program? [CLARIFY IF INTERACTION WAS WITH FLUID OR NEEA STAFF].
a. [IF YES] Have your interactions with Project staff changed since we last spoke?
6. Have you had any interactions in 2010 with DHP installers?
a. [IF YES] How have your interactions with DHP installers changed since we last spoke?
[Probe for detail]
7. Does your utility designate “preferred contractors” or recommend any contractors to
customers?
a. Do you think the installers in your territory are providing quality installations?
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8. Have you had any interactions in 2010 with DHP manufacturers or their reps and distributors?
a. [IF YES] Have your interactions with DHP manufacturers (and reps and distributors)
changed since we last spoke? [Probe for detail]
9. Do you interact with other utilities concerning their DHP programs?
a. What about?
b. How frequently?
c. Have you engaged in any activities to help other utilities with their DHP programs?
d. How do other utilities keep you informed of their DHP program activities?
e. Have your interactions with other utilities changed since we last spoke?

DHP Installations
10. Has your utility met its DHP pilot goals regarding the total number of DHPs installed?
a. [IF YES] What factors contributed to meeting the goals?
b. [IF NO] What factors do you attribute your utility having not met the goals?
i.
[COLDER CLIMATE UTILITIES] Do you think that the climatic conditions
within your service territory are a barrier to DHP sales?
11. Do you have 2010 goals in addition to the pilot goals?
a. *IF YES+ What are these goals (numerically, or simply “higher/lower” than pilot, perhaps
with percentage)?
b. Are you on track to meeting your 2010 goals?
12. Have you attended a Project QA onsite DHP installation inspection?
a. [IF YES] What is your feedback about the inspection?
b. The inspector?
13. Can you describe your interactions with these installers during 2010? Any issues? [PROBE: Level
of quality of DHP installations? Installers degree of knowledgeability about DHPs and DHP
installation? Adequacy of DHP training?]
14. How would you describe the level of consumer demand for DHPs been in your service territory?
[PROBE: Does utility receive a large volume of inquiries regarding DHPs and the utility DHP
program?] Has your utility program been able to meet this level of consumer demand?
a. [IF YES] What factors contributed to your utility program being able to meet consumer
demand for DHPs in your service territory? [PROBE: Sufficient number of installers and
other market actors marketing DHPs? Adequate DHP supply relative to consumer
demand for DHPs, etc]
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b. [IF NO] Why was your utility program not able to meet consumer demand for DHPs in
your service territory? PROBE: Insufficient number of installers and other market actors
marketing DHPs? Inadequate DHP supply relative to consumer demand for DHPs, etc.]
c. How closely are the resources provided through the NW Ductless Heat Pump Project
aligned with consumer demand for DHP technology in your service territory?
15. What is the typical cost of a DHP installation in your territory?
a. Have you noticed any factors that lead to differing costs, such as brand, installer,
location?
b. Has the typical cost changed over the past year?
i.
[IF YES] What factors have contributed to this change? [PROBE: DHP
brand? Inflation? Contractor cost?]
c. Is the typical cost of a DHP installation in your service territory different from other
service territories or regions?
i.
[IF YES] Do you have any insights or concerns as to why your costs may
differ from that of other service territories or regions?
16. What do you think is the right incentive amount for DHPs in the residential sector? Why?
a. What market conditions do you think should be tracked to inform a decision about
changing the incentive?
17. What feedback have you received from consumers?
a. Which of this feedback, if any, occurred since we last spoke in fall 2009?

Marketing
18. What additional marketing activities have you done for the heat pump program in 2010?
a. Considering your marketing activities in both 2009 and 2010, which have been most
successful?
b. Which activities in 2009 and 2010 have been least successful?
c. Have these activities led to any “lessons learned” regarding marketing DHPs?
i. [IF YES] What?
d. Have there been any efforts to market DHPs to specific demographics?
i. [IF YES] Why? What have you learned about the targeted demographic(s)?
ii. [ASK ALL] Do you maintain demographic information for your DHP
customers?
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19. Have there been any changes to your utility’s use of the Project implementation team for
assistance and support since we last spoke in the fall of 2009?

Future Projections
20. Do DHPs constitute a viable market in your utility’s service territory? Do you think the market
interest in your utility’s service territory will grow or fade over time?
21. What do you consider to be “good” and “cost-effective” applications for DHPs?
a. [IF NOT ANSWERED] What do you think are good subsectors within the residential
sector—by housing type, heating equipment type, etc?
b. Do you have any information concerning the demographic characteristics of individuals
that have participated in your utility’s DHP program?
a. [IF YES] Can you provide this information?
22. The Project primarily targets existing single-family, site-built homes using electric heat and
secondarily targets existing manufactured homes using electric heat. Does your utility intend to
target additional types of homes post-pilot?
a. Is your utility targeting commercial customers for DHP installations?
b. Multi-family residences?
c. Manufactured homes?
23. [IF NOT ANSWERED] Which additional market segments have potential for uptake of DHPs?
What conditions are necessary or market barriers need to be addressed, to increase market
adoption of DHPs in the Pacific Northwest and in your service territory in particular?
a. [PROBES: Continued (or modified) consumer incentive program? Continued upstream
market support targeting installers and manufacturers (and manufacturer reps and
distributors)? Additional training to enable/motivate contractors to market and install
DHPs? Marketing activities (targeting consumers and/or installers)?]
b. [PROBES: Market research into the technical potential, market constraints, and market
needs of DHP submarkets (including new and existing manufactured housing, residential
new construction, home remodels and conversions, and small commercial property
owners)?]
i.
[IF NOT ADDRESSED] With regards to addressing each of the market
barriers, what roles and activities do you see for the various actors in the
Project—that is NEEA, Fluid, the utilities, the manufacturers (and
manufacturer reps and distributors), the installers?
c. [IF NOT ADDRESSED] How can NEEA design programs to meet the needs of the market?
d. [IF NOT ADDRESSED] What types of marketing activities would be most helpful for NEEA
to engage in?
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General
24. Aside from the issues we have already talked about, what lessons have you learned from your
involvement with the Project so far? [PROBE: Project staff, utility involvement, the
manufacturers (and reps and distributors), installers, residential customers]
25. Do you have any final comments – either positive or negative, that you’d like to share about
your utility’s involvement in the Project?
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NEEA PROJECT STAFF INTERVIEW GUIDE (NEEA AND FLUID) - WAVE
TWO
Interviewee Name:
Date:
Interviewer:

Project Management
1. NEEA: How has your role as a manager of the Northwest Ductless Heat Pump Project changed in
this second phase of the Project?
FLUID: How has Fluid’s role in the Northwest Ductless Heat Pump Project changed in this second
phase of the Project? [Probe for detail]
a. FLUID: Related to these changes, how has your role changed, specifically?[Probe for
detail]
2. What do you see as being the Project’s major successes or achievements to date? [PROBE:
Evidence of market progress, enhanced understanding of market barriers and opportunities,
successes associated with metering effort to address energy savings performance questions,
strengthened relationships with market actors, etc.]
a. What do you think contributed to these successes?
3. What are the main challenges you have faced? [PROBE: Challenges regarding market barriers
and opportunities, challenges associated with metering effort to address energy savings
performance questions, challenges associated with strengthening relationships with market
actors, etc.]
a. How have you addressed these challenges?
b. [If not addressed] Do you anticipate any future challenges associated with market
adoption of DHPs in the Pacific Northwest? [PROBE: Issues that may arise further along
the market adoption curve? How might these challenges be addressed?]
4. The first phase of the Project primarily targeted existing single-family, site-built homes using
electric heat and secondarily targeted existing manufactured homes using electric heat. Have
there been any changes to the market sector(s) targeted in phase II? What changes?
a. [IF YES] What prompted these changes?
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5. What are the plans for phase II of the Project? [IF NOT ADDRESSED] What role does NEEA expect
to play in regards to increased market adoption of DHPs in the Pacific Northwest? What
assistance will FLUID provide?
a. Related to these activities, what will your role be, specifically?
6. What conditions are necessary or market barriers need to be addressed, to increase market
adoption of DHPs in the Pacific Northwest?
a. [PROBES: Continued (or modified) consumer incentive program? Continued upstream
market support targeting installers and manufacturers (and reps and distributors)?
Marketing activities (targeting consumers and/or installers)?]
b. [PROBES: Market research into the technical potential, market constraints and market
needs of DHP submarkets (including new and existing manufactured housing, residential
new construction, home remodels and conversions, and small commercial property
owners)?]
i. [IF NOT ADDRESSED] With regards to addressing each of the market
barriers, what roles and activities do you see for the various actors in the
Pilot—that is NEEA, Fluid, the utilities, the manufacturers (and reps and
distributors), and installers?
7.

What is NEEA’s/FLUID’s thinking about working with retailers to sell DHPs?

Marketing
8. What marketing activities have you conducted or will you be conducting for the second phase of
the Project?
a. Which activities have been most successful?
b. Which activities have been least successful?
c. Have the activities led to any “lessons learned” regarding marketing DHPs? *If yes+
What?
i. [IF NOT ADDRESSED, PROBE: Have the marketing activities of individual utilities
led to any “lessons learned” regarding marketing DHPs? Targeting
manufactured homes, for instance.]
d. How are these marketing activities different from phase 1 efforts?
ii. [PROBES: Have there been any efforts to reach a younger demographic? To
provide prospective customers with the ability to see functioning DHP units? To
promote targeted marketing during weather extremes?]
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9. What do you consider to be the ideal incentive amount for DHPs marketed through the Project?
a. PROBE: Does the ideal incentive amount vary by geographic area, etc?

Interactions
10. Have your interactions with FLUID/NEEA changed in the second phase of the Project? Any
issues?
a. FLUID: Have management directives been clear and reasonable?
b. FLUID: Have expectations been clear and reasonable?
c. BOTH: Have any issues come up?
i. [If yes] How have the issues been resolved?
11. Have your interactions with installers changed in the second phase of the Project? Any issues?
12. During the second phase, how frequently are installer orientation sessions offered? [PROBE: Has
the frequency with which orientation sessions are offered changed in the second phase?]
a. Have there been any changes made to the orientation sessions during the second phase
of the Project?
13. FLUID: Have your interactions with installers changed in the second phase of the Project? Any
issues?
a. [IF NOT ADDRESSED] How would you describe the types of feedback you have received
from installers during the second phase of the Project?
i. [PROBES: regarding the DHP market, regarding DHP orientation sessions,
regarding DHP manufacturer training, regarding current market conditions,
regarding their interaction with utilities, regarding consumer satisfaction,
etc.]
14. Have your interactions with utilities changed in the second phase of the Project? Any issues?
a. How have the utility DHP programs changed in the second phase of the Project?
b. The evaluation of phase I of the Project found that pre-approval processes received
more negative reviews than positive ones in terms of their effectiveness and efficiency.
What is the current status of pre-approval processing of DHP Project applications? Has
anything changed?
15. Have your interactions with DHP manufacturers (also: manufacturer representatives or
distributors) changed in the second phase of the Project? Any issues?
a. Are you aware of any changes that have been made to DHP manufacturer trainings?
[PROBE: Have manufacturers provided an increased emphasis on the importance of
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conveying to consumers proper maintenance of DHP units (specifically how/when to
clean the filters?)
16. How well do you think the 2009 DHP Workshop met your goals for the workshop?
a. [IF SOME WORKSHOP GOALS WERE NOT ADDRESSED] How might the Project address
these goals in the future?
17. Have you received any feedback from consumers during the second phase of the Project? [IF SO,
please describe what they said].

General Comments
In this final set of questions, think about what the market needs in order to increase market adoption of
DHPs in the Pacific Northwest.
18. How effective do you think the second phase of the Project has been?
19. Aside from the issues we have already talked about, what lessons have you learned from your
involvement with the Project so far?
20. Aside from the obstacles we have already talked about, have you noticed any additional
obstacles with the program so far?
21. Do you have any final comments – either positive or negative, that you’d like to share about the
Project?
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